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The Tree Theme Method
An Occupational Therapy Intervention
Applied in Outpatient Psychiatric Care

Birgitta Gunnarsson

The Tree Theme Method (TTM), based on creative activities and occupational life storytelling, implies that the client paints trees representing certain periods in their life. The paintings are used as a starting point for the client to tell their life story with focus on everyday occupations (occupational storytelling) and shaping plans for their future (occupational story making). The overall aim was to describe and evaluate the TTM as a method for intervention in outpatient psychiatric occupational therapy. Study I was a case study, including five sessions and a follow-up. The study demonstrated the usefulness of the method for understanding a client’s problems and in developing strategies for them to cope with everyday life, and life themes were identified. Study II was a pre-test – post-test study. Nine therapists recruited 35 clients for the TTM. The findings indicated positive significant changes regarding occupational performance and health-related variables. High ratings of the therapeutic relationship were found to be related to the changes observed, and the clients’ satisfaction with the TTM was high. Study III investigated clients’ experiences of participation in a TTM intervention. Twenty clients were interviewed. In general the clients felt that the TTM helped them to perceive their lives as coherent, and that they became more able to cope with daily life. Furthermore, the intervention and its meaning were closely related to the development of the client-therapist relationship. Study IV examined occupational therapists’ experiences of using the TTM. In general, the TTM was experienced as a structured method for starting a process and initiating a therapist-client relationship. The therapists thought that they needed self-knowledge and a therapeutic attitude that motivated the client to take part in the intervention. A good therapeutic relationship was important for initiating a process, leading to new perspectives in everyday life.
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Introduction

This thesis is aimed at describing and evaluating the Tree Theme Method (TTM) as a method for intervention in outpatient psychiatric occupational therapy. Besides describing the TTM and how the intervention may be implemented, the focus is on clients’ experiences of participation in a TTM intervention and their occupational therapists’ perceptions of using the TTM.

The TTM, developed by the author of this thesis as a method for client-centred psychosocial occupational therapy is founded on knowledge gained from occupational therapy (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007; Wilcock, 1998), creative activities (Eklund, 2000; Lloyd & Papas, 1999) and occupational life-story telling (Clark, 1993; Clark, Larsson & Richardson, 1996). Creative activities are often used in psychosocial occupational therapy as tools for intervention (Craik, Chacksfield & Richards, 1998; Griffiths & Corr, 2007), and are documented in textbooks (Atkinson & Wells, 2000; Creek, 2008; Finlay, 2004; Steward, 1996), but up to date little empirical research has been done within the field.

Besides the theoretical frame of reference of the TTM, the method is based on time frames and certain techniques. In addition to the method per se, the TTM intervention also places emphasis on the client-therapist relationship. At present, the TTM is implemented in occupational therapy within psychiatric care in various clinics throughout Sweden. So far it has not been evaluated or studied scientifically. There is a need for developing intervention methods that are holistic and client-centred (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007), and the TTM, with its focus on occupational storytelling and story making, should fulfil these requirements.

The Tree Theme Method
– An Occupational Therapy Intervention
Applied in Outpatient Psychiatric Care

Birgitta Gunnarsson
The Tree Theme Method

**Psychosocial occupational therapy**

In Sweden, occupational therapists who work with people with a mental illness are typically employed in outpatient mental health care units, inpatient rehabilitation units, psychosis units or day units in community health care settings. In order to meet their clients’ needs, they make different kinds of assessments and provide treatments often described in various available text books (Creek & Lougher, 2008; Finlay, 2004), but more seldom examined in studies. Clients in mental health care may suffer from functional problems that affect all areas of their occupational performance (Finlay, 2004) and therapists need to collaborate with their clients and reflect on how the clients’ illness may impact on their needs and everyday lives (Hawkes, Johnstone & Yarwood, 2008). Occupational therapy interventions aim at increasing the ability of an individual to cope with their everyday occupations, that is, groups of tasks from everyday life are performed in a context that the individual finds meaningful (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007). Consequently, occupational therapy may focus on clients’ self-care, household work, daily work and their leisure activities (Finlay, 2004) and the development of social roles and relations to others (Fieldhouse, 2008).

In Sweden, research with a focus on occupational therapy and mental illness is rather scant, however, some researchers have focused on the area of occupational therapy for, or the everyday occupations of, people with a mental illness. In order to increase knowledge regarding meaningful occupations, some of them have focused on time and occupational engagement among clients with schizophrenia (Bejerholm & Eklund, 2006, 2007) or how clients with persistent mental illness spent their time and how they found meaning in their daily occupations (Leufstadius, Erlandsson, Björkman & Eklund, 2008; Leufstadius, Erlandsson & Eklund, 2006). Ivarsson, Carlsson and Sidenvall (2004), in turn, examined how clients with severe mental disorders perceived their capacity to perform daily occupations.

Several attempts have been made to develop assessments for use in mental health care. Eklund (2004) developed the Satisfaction with Daily Occupations (SDO) as a tool for client evaluation in psychiatric care. Furthermore, Bejerholm, Hansson and Eklund (2006) developed an instrument assessing occupational engagement, and Ivarsson and Carlsson (2002) developed a questionnaire focusing on clients’ experiences of occupational performance. In her study, Haglund (2000) found the Occupational Case Analysis and Rating Scale (OCAIRS) to be useful as a screening instrument in general psychiatric care, but she also suggested further research in order to determine how to plan the intervention process, after the assessment. Also Ivarsson et al. (2004) suggested that, besides assessment, there is need for structured tools when planning an individual intervention.

Very few studies have focused on interventions, however, Eklund (1996a) investigated treatment processes and the outcome of treatment based on occupational therapy groups in a psychiatric day care unit for clients with long-term mental illness. A related study (Eklund, 1997) showed that the clients perceived the treatment environment, as being a homelike atmosphere, and the interaction in the client group as well as in the relation to the therapist and the therapist’s attitude as being important. The clients also found the occupational dimensions, for example the possibility of being occupied and developing new skills, as helpful (Eklund, 1997). Furthermore, Gahnström-Strandqvist, Josephsson and Tham (2004) investigated client-therapist interaction, as perceived by occupational therapists working in psychiatric rehabilitation (such as social working cooperatives and activity centres). They found that various actions were performed by the therapists when
supporting their clients, such as visualizing possible pathways in order for the client to handle a problematic situation and showing the client the turning points they made during the intervention period.

Thus, up to now, the main research focus in Sweden has been on how clients with severe mental illness perceive everyday occupations and on developing instruments to help them. Similar trends are also found internationally (Aubin, Hachey & Mercier, 1999; Goldberg, Britnell & Goldberg, 2002; Krupa & Clark, 2004; Krupa, McLean, Eastabrook, Bonham & Baksh, 2003; Nagle, Valiant Cook & Polatajko, 2002). A review, investigating the evidence of the effectiveness of occupational therapy for, among others, clients with mental illnesses, showed that the knowledge about the efficacy of occupational therapy is still insufficient (Steultjens, Dekker, Bouter, Leemrijse & van den Ende, 2005). In conclusion, there are still knowledge gaps regarding specific methods for occupational therapy interventions and how they may be used with clients in psychiatric care.

**Client centeredness**

In client-centred practice, as developed by Rogers (1951), the focus is on the client’s perspective, and their needs should be the guiding force in the therapy. The client is co-responsible for the intervention process and is the one who decides the goals of the therapy in which the therapist has a non-directive role. However, the therapist’s attitude is essential for a client’s progress and development. Successful therapy requires a coherent set of therapist attitudes in line with their personality. Such attitudes should express respect, empathy and genuineness, and should be integrated with the therapeutic techniques and methods.

In client-centred occupational therapy the focus of the therapist is on collaboration with the client rather than to be non-directive. The therapist needs to be aware of the client’s knowledge, their resources and capacity to make choices in everyday life. It is of significance that the client becomes an active partner in the intervention process: it is in collaboration with their therapist that the client will choose their goals and engage in the intervention process (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007). Therefore, the client’s perceptions of an intervention expressed in terms of their level of satisfaction with the treatment should be taken into account. Good intervention outcomes tend to be associated with a high degree of client satisfaction (Eklund & Hansson, 2001).

**Creativity and creative activities**

**Creativity**

The word “create” comes from the Latin *creare*, and means to make, bring something into existence, give rise to or produce (Thompson, 1995). To create is to be active and to be able to imagine alternative views of reality (Smith & Carlsson, 1990). The ability to create, creativity, is a biologically based capacity, an ability to bring something into existence (Wilcock, 2006). All humans have more or less capacity to be creative, and an innate capacity and a biological desire to express it (Creek, 2008; Wilcock, 2006). A person’s creative ability develops throughout their life span. This ability is not static, and for clients with a mental disease their illness may interfere with their creative ability (Creek, 2008). Hoff and Carlsson (2002), modifying a definition of creativity made by Smith and Carlsson (1990), stated that creativity is “a productive or generative novel way of experiencing reality – including the perceiver’s own self” (p. 22). Hoff (2003) divided creativity research into four subject areas; the creative product (which would be useable and original), the creative person, a person who is
flexible, enthusiastic, self-confident and willing to take risks, the creative process, a combination of a rational thinking and an intuitive thinking, a rich inner life and the creative environment, which is defined as openness, liveliness, freedom and playfulness.

Creativity, in terms of concrete creative products (Hoff, 2003), has been practised by humans throughout history (Englund, 2004). To shape and produce various things with one's own hands and create just for the sake of it may give an inner feeling of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Persson, 2001). Creative activities, such as painting, sculpturing, dancing and making music (Englund, 2004; Griffiths & Corr, 2007), have also been used in order to achieve magical or healing powers (Englund, 2004). Different rituals have been used to impact on fertility or harvests, and during ancient times engagement in fine arts was used as a form of medical care (Englund, 2004).

A creative person should be intuitive, flexible and a willing to take risks (Hoff, 2003). Wilcock (2006) meant that a creative person makes use of abstract thinking and problem solving and Creek (2008) argued that everyone has the ability to be creative, in such ways as imagining and generating new ideas. According to Hoff (2003), in order for an individual to engage into a creative process both abstract and rational thinking capabilities are required.

Further, the creative process is shaped by the interaction between the individual and their environment (Hoff, 2003). The creative process may be seen as involving four different phases; firstly, in the preparation phase the individual gains knowledge of a problem, followed by the second phase, the incubation phase, where the subconscious works on the problem. In the third phase, the illumination phase, the individual may get an aha-experience and in the fourth and final phase, the verification phase, the individual will test their newly created idea of how to solve a problem (Sahlin, 2001). By using imagination, thinking, and fantasy, one may cope with reality of everyday life (Wilcock, 2006). Fantasy is from a Greek word, which means "make visible". Vygotskij (1930/1995) argued that the difference between fantasy and reality is not distinct, since fantasy brings its material from reality. When making fantasies visible, one tests them and adapts them to reality, but in a creative and not indulgent way. Becoming aware of one's fantasy is a way of achieving knowledge (Björkvold, 1991). Winnicott (1971) meant that the ability to play or use one's creativity is essential for health. He wrote about an intermediate area, the transitional sphere, in which fantasy and reality meet and are expressed through play and creativity.

A creative environment, which is defined in terms of openness and playfulness (Hoff, 2003) make space for an individual to take part in culture and cultural events, which is of importance for social communication (Englund, 2004). People have a need to be creative throughout life which is often expressed in cultural engagement and hobbies, but also in the development of new ideas or products in the work contexts (Eriksson, 1985; Winnicott, 1971). To be creative is closely connected to being alive and to exist. By making use of their creativity a person's identity may be strengthened, and they may become just the person they have the potential to be (Winnicott, 1986).

Creative activities within psychosocial occupational therapy

Creative activities, for example painting or sculpting, are often used in psychosocial occupational therapy (Griffiths & Corr, 2007). Surveys of occupational therapists have shown that more than 80 % of them used creative activities in their work at least once a week (Craik et al., 1998; Griffiths & Corr, 2007). Activities are defined as tasks or actions per-
formed by an individual (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007). Creative activities are here used in the sense of *tasks or actions used in order to generate novel ways of experiencing reality, including the subject’s own self, often, but not necessarily, resulting in a product, such as a painting or a poem,* and may be supported by a meaningful context. Creative activities may be seen as the core within occupational therapy (Holder, 2003) and have an impact on human health (Englund, 2004; Reilly, 1962). Methods involving creative activities are found in several textbooks (Atkinson & Wells, 2000; Creek, 2008; Finlay, 2004; Steward, 1996).

A creative activity may be used as an explicit method, that is to say, the purpose of the activity is closely connected with the occupational objective. However, a creative activity is often used as an implicit tool in which the relationship between the doing and the objective is not always obvious, for example when the activity is used to strengthen a specific function, such as endurance or communication (Eklund, 2002). Creative activities used as implicit methods often imply a process aimed at engaging a client in self-exploration, self-discovery and self-help. The purpose is to encourage clients to express their experiences, feelings and thoughts, in order to enhance self-understanding and develop better relations towards others (Atkinson & Wells, 2000; Creek, 2008; Eklund, 2000; Hughes, 1989; Lloyd & Papas, 1999; Thompson & Blair, 1998).

Both assessments and treatments may be based on creative activities (Eklund, 2000; Finlay, 2004; Griffiths, 2008) and the use of creative activities may reveal information about clients that is not achievable by other methods (Edgar, 1999). For assessment purposes, a creative activity may be used in a projective way (Buck & Provancher, 1972; Cramer-Azima, 1982; Fidler & Fidler, 1964; Gillette, 1963; Lerner & Ross, 1977), in order to stimulate a client to get in touch with difficult feelings, by for instance revealing their inner emotions visible on a piece of paper (Finlay, 2004). Creative activities may also be used in a more overt way, as tools to assess clients’ occupational performance and cognitive and interpersonal skills (Griffiths, 2008; Griffiths & Corr, 2007). For example, a client’s interpersonal skills may be assessed from observing their ability to take part in a group session based on creative activities (Griffiths & Corr, 2007).

As treatment, creative activities may be used for various purposes, such as enhancing intrapersonal skills (e.g. coping with difficult feelings) and facilitating personal growth (e.g. as play promoting pleasure and leisure interests) (Creek, 2008; Griffiths & Corr, 2007) and promoting health by supporting emotional resilience (Creek, 2008). Creative activities may also be used in order to enhance relational skills (e.g. interacting with other people) and to enhance functional performance (e.g. learning new skills and improving concentration and decision making) (Griffiths & Corr, 2007). By using a creative activity as a starting point for progression from non-verbal activity to verbal expression, the client may gain new insights into their everyday life, and thereby develop new strategies for occupational performance (Creek, 2008; Eklund, 2000; Finlay, 2004; Lloyd & Papas, 1999; Thompson & Blair, 1998). Creative activities as treatment media may promote confidence and stimulate the ability to relate to others and to be involved in normal activity (Griffiths, 2008). Interventions based on creative activities can be used to reflect a client’s everyday life experiences which in turn can be used as a basis for encouraging changes in their life situation and restoring their competence as an active and independent person (Atkinson & Wells, 2000; Bruce & Borg, 1993; Polkinghorne, 1996).

In creative activities the concepts of *doing, being and becoming* are of interest. A synthesis between these concepts makes a person an in-
individual with an identity of their own (Wilcock, 1998). This is in line with Winnicott (1971), who meant that the individual can find him/herself by doing things and being creative. The reasoning of Wilcock and Winnicott forms a basis for the following scenario: When a client participates in a purposeful creative activity, like painting a picture (doing) and reflecting on it afterwards (being), the verbal conversation that follows between the client and the occupational therapist can promote a development of the client’s self-image (becoming) and of how they relate to their environment. Hammell (2004) emphasized the importance of creating meaning in everyday occupations and suggested besides the concepts of doing, being and becoming, an additional concept, belonging, which includes the sense of interaction in a social context (Hammell, 2004). In essence, the process with the creative activities (doing and being) is helpful for supporting a person in becoming someone who is able to compose their own life within a certain social context (belonging).

The tree as a symbol

The tree is an ancient symbol humans used in different cultures to symbolize themselves and their life situations (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995; Rankin, 1994). Trees have a long length of life, and tie time and different generations of man together (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995). Life from birth to death can be symbolized by the development of a tree from a seed to a fully grown tree that eventually withers and dies. A tree can symbolize developments, like physical growth or the mental process of maturity (Gunnarsson, 1992; Jung, 1964; Morris, 1995). The tree mirrors variations in life through its seasonal cycle, for example the bursting open of buds in the spring may express a feeling of hope, vitality or youth, but the shed of leaves may express a feeling of low-spiritedness, resting or old age (Gunnarsson, 1988; Gunnarsson, 1992; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995). Thus, there might be a relationship between a client’s tree image and their life events (Buck, 1948; Rankin, 1994). It is not only the conditions of life which may be symbolized in a tree; its branches can in a concrete, physical shape be seen as human arms, its trunk can be recognised as the human body and the roots as the feet (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995). Genealogists use the tree and its branches as a symbol of different generations of the members of a family and it is also common in Sweden to use the name of trees and its parts as family names or parts of them, for example Lind (lime), Lönn (maple), Stam (trunk) or Kvist (twig) (Gunnarsson, 1988).

The tree is a universal symbol used in different religions, myths and legends (Gunnarsson, 1988; Gunnarsson, 1992; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995; Tillhagen, 1995). Legends all over the world connect motherliness with the Earth, but also with a tree. Some of these myths tell that the human being is created from a tree and in other cases that man was brought up by a tree (Hark, 1986/1995). Not only human beings but also the gods are supposed to be created from various trees. In Greek mythology Attis was believed to spring from the pine tree and Apollo from the oak tree (Danielsson, 2002; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995) and in Egyptian mythology Osiris was believed to have been created from the cedar tree (Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995). In Nordic mythology, the Cosmic World Tree Yggdrasil (an ash) is seen as the centre of the world (Danielsson, 2002; Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995; Tillhagen, 1995), but the Cosmic World Tree is also seen in several other cultures, for example in China and India, as well as in Greek and Egyptian mythology (Gunnarsson, 1992; Hark, 1986/1995; Tillhagen, 1995). With its crown and roots the Cosmic World Tree ties heaven and earth together (Gunnarsson, 1988; Gunnarsson, 1992; Hark, 1986/1995; Tillhagen, 1995).
According to Nordic mythology, the first human beings, Ask and Embla, were created out of Yggdrasil (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995; Tillhagen, 1995). Gradually, Yggdrasil was destroyed, but the myth tells that the earth was created from its fragments (Gunnarsson, 1988; Tillhagen, 1995). The Nordic maypole is a symbol of the world tree (Gunnarsson, 1988), and this symbol also exists in several other countries and cultures (Tillhagen, 1995).

The Christian Bible mentions both real trees and mythological trees as symbols. The Old Testament tells of the Garden of Eden, with the Tree of Knowledge at the centre, symbolizing the knowledge of good and evil (Gunnarsson, 1988; Gunnarsson, 1992; Hark, 1986/1995; Morris, 1995; Tillhagen, 1995). The Tree of Knowledge bore forbidden fruit, which Eve was enticed to taste by the Serpent. The casting out of Adam and Eve from paradise was a fact and the contact between human beings and God was broken (Gunnarsson, 1988; Gunnarsson, 1992; Tillhagen, 1995). The Tree of Knowledge can be seen as a metaphor for questions of vital importance on which the human being needs to reflect (Gunnarsson, 1992). The crucifix in the New Testament is also a Tree of Life; the death of Jesus on the cross was to bring life to mankind (Gunnarsson, 1992; Hark, 1986/1995). Hinduism, Islam and Jewry talk about an upside down tree, the inverted tree. The roots start to grow just below the throne of God, and from there the tree grows downwards towards the creation, and through the tree God exists in the whole of creation (Hark, 1986/1995).

In several cultures humans believe that a tree has a soul of its own and that the destinies of trees and a mankind go together. In Swedish folklore it was common to plant a ‘Tree of Life’ upon the birth of a child. The Tree of Life grew and aged with the child, and therefore it was important to take care of the tree. In a Swedish farmyard a Tree of Life, referred to as a ‘Care Tree’, was often planted, that is to say a tree especially planted to take care of and protect the inhabitants. From this special tree came a vitality that was transferred to the farm and its occupants. The myth says that the Tree of Care has its roots in the Cosmic World Tree. A Tree of Care is often a broad-leaf deciduous tree, such as a lime or a maple, but it is distinguished from other trees through its placement in the centre of the yard close to the house. People thought there was a gnome in the Tree of Care, and possibly the idea of the Tree of Care derives from an ancient term meaning Tree of Gnomes. It was of vital importance to care for the trunk and its branches so that the tree and the gnome living in the tree would then watch over the farm and its occupants (Ewald, 1983; Gunnarsson, 1988; Tillhagen, 1995).

The ‘Tree of Death’ is another tree found in mythology (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995; Tillhagen, 1995). Sooner or later even the most verdant tree loses its strength and dies (Gunnarsson, 1988). In the Nordic myths, Odin, who had to suffer nine days and nights among the branches of Yggdrasil, became the god for those who were hanged. All sacrifices to Odin were performed by hanging (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995). The Tree of Death could cure a person; a branch from a tree, from which a man had been hanged, was considered to have a healing effect (Ewald, 1983; Gunnarsson, 1988). Large trees, with a strange appearance, were thought to have magical powers, and one resembling a certain part of the body was believed to have the power to cure that part of the body (Danielsson, 2002; Ewald, 1983; Gunnarsson, 1988; Tillhagen, 1995).

The tree theme in clinical settings

Thus, the tree is a common theme which humans have used as a symbol of themselves. Most people believe they can draw a tree.
According to Kellogg (1970), one of the first motifs a child draws is a tree. The tree has been applied as a theme in assessments as well as treatment methods in different clinical contexts, especially within mental health and child care (Buck, 1948; Cohen, Mills & Kwapien Kijak, 1994; Corboz & Gnos, 1980; Hark, 1986/1995; Jung, 1964; Koch, 1952).

At the end of the 1920s Koch (1952) formed a test, named the ‘Tree Test’, in which the tree was seen as a symbol for the ego. Koch devised the test with the purpose of guiding young people towards suitable professional jobs. The Tree Test asks the person to draw two trees in which the different parts of the tree should give an indication of their personality and maturity. The first tree is supposed to symbolize a superficial picture of the person and the other tree is seen as the deeper structures of the personality. Corboz and Gnos (1980) further developed Koch’s Tree Test and asked children to draw ‘three trees’. One of the trees was to symbolize the child, and the other two represent persons of importance for the child. Mostly the children draw themselves and their parents, but they may also draw two other people, for example a teacher or a friend. The drawings of the trees are meant to give an idea of how the child relates to other people.

Buck (1948) developed the ‘House-Tree-Person-test’, as a projective test. The test subject is asked to paint a picture of a house, a tree and a person on a sheet paper. The tree is seen as a symbol of the person. The house symbolizes their home and the person their relations to other people. There is a manual for the analysis available to psychologists. The analysis of the pictures and contents give an idea about the test subject’s personality and maturity as well as their interactions with their environment.

In the ‘Diagnostic Drawing Series’ (DDS) the tree is one of the themes. Cohen et al. (1994) developed the DDS as a clinical tool in order to assess people in mental health care. On three occasions, the client draws pictures which are seen as expressions of the individual who has created them. First, the client is asked to freely draw something of their own choice, using one sheet of paper and various kinds of crayons and water colours. The second theme is to draw a picture of a tree, representing the client’s personality. In the final session, the client is asked to draw a picture of how they are feeling, which is supposed to give an indication of the client’s ability to express him/herself at an emotional level.

For intervention purposes, Högberg (1996) made use of the tree theme in two steps. Firstly, the client is asked to fold a sheet of paper, and then to paint a tree on the left hand side of the paper. The next step is, that by taking part in a symbol drama (a psychodynamic oriented therapeutic method, in which the client imagines their internal pictures), the client imagines another tree, which they then paint on the paper’s right hand. The tree pictures are seen as symbols of the client, expressing their personality and identity. The identity of the client is additionally reflected when they write a story about their two trees, in which the trees communicate with each other. From his work with clients’ dreams, Hark (1986/1995) formulated the idea that the tree has three different symbolic dimensions. The crown is about the conscious personality or the possibility to express oneself, while the trunk is about the feeling of one’s body or vitality and the roots are associated with how grounded the person is in life’s existence. Hark also meant that not only dreams about trees, but also real or depicted trees, for example a picture of a tree hanging on a waiting room wall, may arouse emotions in clients.

As shown above, the tree as a theme has been used in different clinical contexts, and by the use of the tree theme the client may both concretely and symbolically tell something about him/herself. By changing be-
tween talking about the tree as a symbol of him/herself and the tree as a tree, respectively, the client has the possibility to confront the emotions brought about by the symbolism of the tree or to deny them and relate to the tree simply as a tree.

**Occupational life-story telling**

**Life-story telling**

One way in which people can reflect on how they compose their lives is by creating narratives. This approach can give important knowledge about just how people form their lives (Atkinson, 1998; Bateson, 1990; Bruner, 1990). According to dictionaries, narrative means a spoken or written story of connected events, or a process of telling a story (Thompson, 1995). Narratives in terms of storytelling, that is to tell stories, are an activity in which the story-teller interprets and connects different periods from the past, the present and the future (Atkinson, 1998; Hydén, 1997b; Mattingly, 1998). Narratives in terms of life stories, that is, the stories, are expected to have a beginning, middle, and an end, which are meaningfully interweaved. Telling a life story not only produces a story, it is also a way of describing and explaining to oneself and others why one acts in a specific way in a specific situation. By creating a life story, people define themselves and who they want to be, as well as their relating experiences from their environment. It is a way of making life experiences meaningful (Atkinson, 1998; Hydén, 1997a, 1997b; Riessman, 1993). A life story can be presented in the form of facts, metaphors, or an expressive creativity (Atkinson, 1998; Polkinghorne, 1996). The point is not whether the storyteller brings out the truth about different events, but rather that they through the narrative, interprets their experiences of reality (Riessman, 1993).

Each client consulting mental health care has something to tell about emotional pain that limits them achieving a desirable life (Hydén, 1997b; Hydén, 1997c). Mattingly recognized two varieties of therapeutic modes when talking with clients: chart talk and storytelling. Chart talk means that the therapist focuses on the pathology such as symptoms, impairments, assessment goals and treatment strategies. Storytelling focuses on the client’s experiences of their disability and its impact on everyday life (Mattingly, 1991). By using a narrative approach, the therapist may show the client a possibility to reinterpret earlier experiences and reconstruct their life story. The client gets an opportunity to interweave the split ends of time and connect and reconstruct various events and time periods so that coherence is established (Hydén, 1997b; Hydén, 1997c). When therapists meet clients for assessment or treatment they take part in their clients’ life stories through the narratives mediated by the client. By telling their life story, the client’s personal identity may be strengthened, but only if they feel confirmed in their dialogue with the therapist (Crafoord, 1994).

**Occupational storytelling and story making**

Polkinghorne (1996) pointed out that during rehabilitation, an individual may go through identity changes into engaging in therapeutic interventions and by adopting new occupational strategies, the client may modify their view of themselves (Polkinghorne, 1996). There are several narrative methods that are useful when focusing on a client’s everyday occupations, for example case histories (narratives with focus on clinical problems such found in a client’s daily life), life-charts (linear diagrammes indicating key events throughout a client’s course of life), life histories (narratives of a client’s life from birth to the present time) and life stories (narratives in which the client is telling a story about some parts of their life) (Frank, 1996).
In the occupational therapy context, a narrative approach may result in occupational life stories, which is when a person talks about their life with a focus on everyday occupations. Life stories have been used as a method for qualitative research from an occupational perspective in order to understand the meaning to client’s of their occupations in everyday life (Alsaker & Josephsson, 2003; Heuchemer & Josephsson, 2006) as well as how occupations in everyday life change over time (Eklund, Rottman & Vikström, 2003; Jonsson, Josephsson & Kielhofner, 2000, 2001). A narrative approach has also been useful when evaluating what an intervention in psychosocial occupational therapy or the therapeutic interaction means (Eklund et al., 2003; Gahnström-Strandqvist et al., 2004; Price-Lackey & Cashman, 1996). Life stories are useful for occupational therapists because, in a life course perspective, they reveal knowledge about performed occupations, the meaning attached to everyday life experiences (Persson, 2001; Wicks & Whiteford, 2003) and interactions with others (Wicks & Whiteford, 2003).

Life stories may also be used in intervention methods. A life story interview can serve as a tool for gaining knowledge of a client’s general capacity to handle their daily life (Kielhofner et al., 2008; Mallinson, Kielhofner & Mattingly, 1996; Spencer, Krefting & Mattingly, 1993). Storytelling may also be used as a treatment tool, encouraging a client to tell their life story, in the past and at present, in order to create images of the client’s possible future life (Mattingly, 1991; Mattingly, 1998; Mattingly & Fleming, 1994) and to act towards creating those possibilities (Mattingly, 1991). Clark (1993) developed a method for treatment by using occupational life stories, including occupational storytelling and occupational story making, in which the client and therapist collaborate. In her work with Penny Richardson, Clark demonstrated how the client Penny, who had survived a stroke, connected her former occupational life with her evolving new life, recovered and became an actor in her own life. Story making is related to Mattingly’s (1991) prospective treatment story, in which the therapist encourages and guides the client to imagine and act towards a desirable future.

The therapeutic relationship
Research in psychotherapy has revealed that, regardless of the therapeutic orientation, the therapeutic relationship might be as important as the specific therapy techniques to clients’ progress. Various so-called common factors, such as expectations, therapeutic attitudes and the client–therapist relationship, have been explored and shown to be important for the outcomes of interventions (Lambert & Barley, 2002). The therapeutic relationship comprises of the interaction between the client and the therapist, and according to Stenlund (2002) the therapeutic relationship includes the working alliance and collaboration between client and therapist. The therapeutic relationship is of crucial importance in various types of therapeutic contexts. Significant associations have been found between the therapeutic relationship and the outcome in psychotherapy (Hewett & Coffey, 2005; Howgego, Yellowlees, Owen, Meldrum & Dark, 2003; Luborsky et al., 1999), in general psychiatric care (de Roten et al., 2004; Johanson, 2006) and occupational therapy (Davis, 2007; Eklund, 1996b). Two explanations have been proposed regarding how the relationship works: one is that the therapeutic relationship in itself is effective, and the other that the therapeutic relationship facilitates the specific intervention (Eklund, 1996b; Johanson, 2006). Moreover, the therapeutic relationship, as experienced by clients, has shown to be related to client satisfaction (de Roten et al., 2004).

As mentioned above, also the outcomes of occupational therapy have shown to be relat-
ed to clients and therapists perceptions of the quality of the relationship (Cole & McLean, 2003; Davis, 2007; Eklund, 1996b; Palmadottir, 2003). The importance of the therapeutic relationship, and its presumed influence on a client’s progress, has also been noted in different textbooks (Kielhofner, 2008; Mattingly & Fleming, 1994; Taylor, 2008; Townsend & Polatajko, 2007). The occupational therapist needs to attend to their own attitude and to promote a relationship with their clients based on communication, empathy, understanding and collaboration (Cole & McLean, 2003; Palmadottir, 2006). Mattingly and Fleming (1994) meant that collaboration, to do something together with the client, is a way of helping to remove them from dependence on others to being an actor in their own life. The occupational therapist needs to interpret what the client wants and modify the interventions in relation to the client’s needs and possibilities. Thus, the role of the therapeutic relationship needs to be considered in all contexts of occupational therapy practice and research.

The main features of the Tree Theme Method (TTM)

The TTM is based on certain frames and techniques, which will be described further. The purpose with the TTM is to stimulate life-story telling from an occupational perspective (including both painting pictures of trees and verbally telling one’s life story) and intends to be a means of enabling positive changes in daily life.

Frames

Theoretical frames

As previously mentioned, the TTM is developed in a client-centred psychosocial occupational therapy context. The TTM is a method where the creative activity, of painting pictures of trees, that represent oneself at certain periods during one’s life, is combined with narrative methods. The TTM is based on knowledge accrued from occupational therapy (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007; Wilcock, 2006), creative activities (Creek, 2008; Eklund, 2000; Lloyd & Papas, 1999), the symbolism of a tree (Buck, 1948; Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995; Koch, 1952) and narrative methods, including occupational storytelling (i.e. telling one’s life story) and occupational story making (i.e. shaping plans for one’s future), in order to initiate a process of change in one’s everyday life (Clark, 1993; Clark et al., 1996). The painting and storytelling correspond to the concepts doing and being (Hammell, 2004; Wilcock, 1998). The TTM provides prerequisites for a process of change (becoming), while considering individual resources and limitations in physical, mental, socio-cultural, and spiritual aspects of life (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007). Finally, the TTM involves the concept of belonging, as the verbal and non-verbal storytelling/story making gives a picture of the client in their own social context (Hammell, 2004).

Tree themes

The method implies that the client is requested to paint pictures of trees with certain specific variations. During the first out of five sessions the client is asked to paint a tree symbolising their present life situation. In the second session they paint a picture of a tree representing their childhood. In the third session they paint a tree depicting their teenage age, in the fourth a tree depicting adulthood and in the last session a tree representing their future.

Time frames

The method is also based on time frames in terms of the number of sessions and the length of each session. The five TTM sessions are individual and held approximately once a week, and the course of a TTM intervention runs for between six and nine weeks.
Each session lasts about 1½ hours, apart from the fifth and final session which takes about two hours. The distribution between non-verbal and verbal occupational storytelling may vary with respect to the client’s needs and wishes, but there has to be enough time for both parts. A suggestion is to allocate 20 minutes of each session for painting pictures and the rest for verbal storytelling and story making.

Techniques
The TTM is based on certain techniques: progressive relaxation exercises, occupational storytelling and occupational story making (including both picture painting and verbally telling one’s life story), a reflective dialogue, and finally, tasks to be carried out outside the sessions. In addition to the method per se, the TTM intervention also places emphasis on the client-therapist relationship.

Progressive relaxation
The four first TTM sessions start with a modified progressive relaxation exercise (Jacobson, 1934, 1938), which means alternating between contracting and relaxing various muscle groups, one at a time, starting with the lower extremities and progressing through the whole body. At the end of the progressive relaxation exercise, the theme is presented, and the client is asked by the therapist “to paint a picture of a tree representing your present life (alternatively childhood, adolescence, adulthood). When you draw the tree consider how a tree with roots, trunk, and crown can symbolize your personality, everyday occupations, interests, and relations to others in your life as it is at present (in childhood/adolescence/adulthood). The focus should be on your resources as well as on your limitations”. The fifth session is organised somewhat differently (see below) and includes no relaxation exercise.

Non-verbal occupational storytelling
The next part of the TTM is the painting of pictures of trees, which is the non-verbal part of the occupational storytelling. The materials used are sheets of paper, watercolours and oil crayons. The client is requested to paint a picture of a tree representing their life at present life (childhood/adolescence/adulthood) while working in silence, which helps to enhance the possibility for them to be in touch with their thoughts, feelings and needs. The occupational therapist remains in the room, silent, but should be aware of how the process of painting a picture is progressing. When the painting is finished it is hung on the wall and then the client and the occupational therapist sit down on chairs next to one another, in front of the painting and begin a dialogue around the tree painting.

In the fifth and final session, the focus is on occupational story making and shaping the future. The client and the occupational therapist start with a reflective dialogue based on the tree paintings and the verbal storytelling from the previous sessions. Then the client is encouraged to paint a picture of a tree symbolising the future and express their own expectations for the future, finishing off with the verbal part of occupational story making.

Verbal occupational storytelling
The non-verbal expression of painting a picture of a tree initiates a process of reflection and of interaction between the client and the occupational therapist. The paintings are used as tools for the verbal occupational storytelling and story making, where the whole course of the client’s life is included. Starting from the picture, the client is encouraged to tell their life story. The occupational storytelling may contain the client’s personality, activities, interests and relations to other people, and the focus is on the expression of abilities
as well as limitations, and how these shape and influence the client’s everyday life.

In all of the sessions, as part of the technique and to further encourage verbal occupational storytelling and to help the client see things from more than one perspective, the tree painting is literally rotated and viewed from four different angles.

**Tasks**

During the course of the TTM intervention, in order to enhance changes in the client’s everyday life, the occupational therapist and the client decide on tasks to be carried out for dealing with the client’s everyday life between the sessions. Along with the conversation about the tree painting, that is to say, during the verbal occupational storytelling the direction for the task is determined. The aim here is to start a process that will lead the client to becoming more able to cope with their life situation. A task can target concrete everyday occupations, such as having the courage to call a friend or to go by bus to the city. Another kind of task may be to try a new attitude between the sessions, such as having a more confident attitude when approaching someone. The client is encouraged to find suitable strategies, and at the beginning of the following session the task will be followed up. Then the reflection concerns as to what works and what does not, and what strategy the client should choose the next time.

**Tools for the occupational therapist**

As preparation for using the TTM intervention, the occupational therapist needs education about the frames and techniques of the TTM. The training comprises theoretical knowledge about client-centred occupational therapy, creative activity and occupational life storytelling and story making, as well as practical experience from painting the different tree themes and from acting as a therapist (Gunnarsson, 2001).

The interaction between the client and the occupational therapist is of importance in client-centred occupational therapy practice, and the therapist needs to be aware that they are the most important tool for forming a good therapeutic relationship. The occupational therapist should also be aware of the client’s resources and capacity to make choices in everyday life (Townsend & Polatajko, 2007). In the TTM, the focus is on the client’s abilities and limitations, as well as on how these influence the client’s daily life. The therapist is supposed to encourage the client’s driving forces for engaging in the intervention and making choices regarding future goals. While the client is painting the tree pictures, and during the verbal storytelling, the occupational therapist’s main target is to try to understand the client’s life perspective. Finally, in interaction and collaboration with the client, and starting from the client’s needs and desires, the occupational therapist may encourage the client to revise the way they act or reason in everyday life.

As a structure for the professional conversation, Clark’s Grounded Theory on the Techniques of Occupational Storytelling and Occupational Story Making is useful (Clark et al., 1996) (Table 1). These techniques cover three main areas, which develop through interplay. At the beginning, the focus is on finding a Communal Horizon of Understanding, based on

1) collaboration,  
2) building empathy,  
3) inclusion of the ordinary,  
4) listening actively and  
5) reflecting.

Gradually, the other areas come into focus. The second area is Stimulating Occupational Storytelling, which means 1) encouraging the client to tell stories about their occupations in their past and present life situations and 2) supporting the client in putting the story
The Tree Theme Method into a context by making a reflecting analysis and synthesis of daily occupations in relation to time as well as values. The third area is Occupational Story Making, where the occupational therapist uses special techniques to support the client in forming possibilities for the future. Such techniques are 1) occupational coaching (i.e. giving encouragement, offering occupational strategies and confirming progress), 2) evoking insight into limitations and possible solutions, 3) broadening views of activities in everyday life, 4) reconstructing one’s self-image and cultural coherence (Clark, et al., 1996).

In order to facilitate the verbal conversation after the picture painting session, guidelines (Alexi & Gunnarsson, 1995) for the interview, inspired by Hark (1986/1995) and Koch (1952), are used as support for the occupational therapist. The guidelines for the verbal occupational storytelling serve as a means for putting questions to the client and are not intended to stimulate storytelling and are not used for interpreting the picture.

During the last session, in the process of occupational story making, a review of the tree paintings is made. This concentrates on similarities and differences between the tree paintings, the positive and negative life circumstances and the growth, the trunks and branches. In the picture painting session, the tree paintings reflect the client’s personal situation. The personal way the tree is depicted in the painting is used to express the client’s way of handling their situation. The guidelines for the verbal occupational storytelling serve as a means for putting questions to the client and are not intended to stimulate storytelling and are not used for interpreting the picture.
cumstances that are reflected in the paintings and the story telling, and any identified, acknowledged or neglected personal or environmental abilities and limitations. An important aspect in this review is to focus on possible changes for the future.

**Approaches to intervention research**

Implementation means “a specified set of activities designed to put into practice an activity or programme of known dimensions” (Fixsen, Naoom, Blase, Friedman & Wallace, 2005, p.5). Before implementing a new method for intervention, that can be useful in clinical practice, different steps have to be performed: from having an idea, to planning and preparation, the method can then be implemented for the purpose of everyday use (Guldbrandsson, 2008). However, before the implementation process can start, research is necessary and there is need to explore and evaluate the method in different ways.

**Evaluation**

Evaluation research may be undertaken in order to generate knowledge of an intervention or to improve it. Evaluation does not only mean to focus on treatment effects, but also to a high degree on estimating the quality of the work performed (Vedung, 1998), for example the quality of care. According to Vedung (1998), evaluation is retrospective and aims at assessing the past for guidance for the future, and has to be carried out carefully and systematically. Vedung recommends the use of a combination of several perspectives when evaluating a programme or intervention, since a single perspective only gives partial answers to the research questions. Possible perspectives may focus on the clients’ wishes and expectations or the professionals’ experiences concerning the value and quality of an intervention. These perspectives are usually found through interviews or observations. There are three questions which have to be answered when carrying out an evaluation;

1) the question about the intervention (how to describe the intervention; is the intervention a tool in order to achieve something specific or has the intervention a value of its own?),
2) the question concerning assessment (what measures should be used to assess the results, and what should be regarded as success or failure?). And, finally
3) the question concerning utilisation (how will the evaluation be used?) (Vedung, 1998).

Governmental reports have emphasised the need for research and evaluation in order to describe and improve methods intended for the care and support of people with mental illness (SBU, 1992; SOU, 2006). These reports also state that evidence based methods, useful in mental health care, are imperative (SOU, 2006). Therefore research on evaluation and implementation of interventions is urgent. According to SBU (1992), there ought to be a stronger emphasis on the following areas: care for people with drug addiction, rehabilitation for people with a persistent mental illness, mental illness among people outside the specialised mental health care service, the value of sub specialised mental health care (including various outcomes such as client satisfaction, decrease of psychiatric symptoms and well-being), maintenance of psychiatric medication, and psychotherapy (including various therapeutic methods). Besides these areas, one report argued that the focus on research and evaluation also has to be on, for example, housing and support in everyday life, psychiatric disability and cognitive devices, work and daily activities and the mental health of young people (SOU, 2006). In line with these recommendations and identified knowledge gaps, descriptions and evalu-
ations of methods used in psychosocial occupational therapy are imperative for generating knowledge that could be used to develop the best possible occupational therapy interventions for clients.

**Process research**

According to the dictionary a process deals with a course of actions, procedures or changes, which are intended to bring about a result (Thompson, 1995; Wordreference.com, 2008). Process evaluation is a type of qualified evaluation, where both the realisation of the planned intervention and clients’ and professionals’ participation are evaluated. The purpose is to correct and improve the intervention. When an intervention is evaluated without a control group it is not possible to evaluate the effects. However, an alternative is to study the intervention in its natural environment, proceeding from reality just as it exists and not from experimental conditions. In such a case, the participants may constitute their own controls, which gives a pre-test – post-test design (Vedung, 1998), and changes between the pre-test and post-test measurements may be investigated for their relationship to different aspects of interest, such as the therapeutic relationship.

Other process aspects that may be measured are the therapists’ modes and the clients’ behaviour, the therapists’ and their clients’ perceptions, interpersonal concerns and the way in which things are done. Process aspects may also concern what happens in the treatment sessions, for example the therapist’s interpretations or the client’s new insights. Outcome, in turn, refers to any changes resulting from the treatment, for example decreased symptoms. The distinction between process and outcome is not always obvious, and a process aspect, such as gaining insight, may also be the goal of the treatment. Thus, when evaluating interventions, both process aspects and outcomes in terms of changes or effects are of interest, and the ideal is when process and outcome research are linked (Hill & Lambert, 2004).

**Outcome and process research regarding creative activities**

A review by Elliott, Greenberg and Lietaer (2004) emphasized the importance of outcome research concerning experiential psychotherapies. Experiential psychotherapies are seen as part of the tradition of humanistic psychology, such as client-centred therapy, psychodrama and emotion-focused expressive therapies. The review showed positive outcomes, in terms of effectiveness of experiential therapy, in the areas of depression, anxiety disorders, and trauma and relationship problems. Also the importance of process aspects, such as emotions and empathy, have been demonstrated and shown in correlations between process and outcome factors.

Some studies have employed quantitative methods when studying creative activities, for example Körlin, Nybäck and Goldberg (2000) and Saunders and Saunders (2000), who used pre-test – post-test designs for examining structured creative arts programmes. Findings in a group of adults with various psychiatric diagnoses indicated significant improvements after treatment in several health-related factors, such as improved sense of coherence and a reduction in mental problems (Körlin et al., 2000). In a study of children with different psychosocial problems, the authors found that a greater number of sessions had a significant positive impact on the rating of the therapeutic alliance (Saunders & Saunders, 2000). In an intervention study, women with breast cancer were randomized to participate in art therapy or to a control group, as a complement to radiotherapy. The results of those, who had participated in the individual art therapy, rated their coping resources higher than the control group (Öster et al., 2006). In a related study, based on the same
participants, the results showed an improved quality of life in the intervention group compared with the control group (Svensk et al., in press).

Creative activities have also been explored by qualitative methodology. Another study among the women with breast cancer showed that, the art therapy helped them legitimise their experiences, which in turn strengthened their ability to protect their own boundaries and interpret their needs (Öster, Magnusson, Engberg Thyme, Lindh & Åström, 2007). A case study performed by Steinhardt (1995) illustrated the impact of working with creative activities with a boy with borderline psychosis. After three years the boy managed to relate to his peers and was able to enter a normal school environment.

The studies found that involving creative activities within occupational therapy has been based on qualitative methodology, focusing on clients’ perceptions of an intervention (Henare, Hocking & Smythe, 2003; Mee & Sumsion, 2001; Patrick & Winship, 1994; Reynolds, 2003; Reynolds & Prior, 2003). Results so far support the use of creative activities as a meaningful modality in occupational therapy for self-expression, for providing a sense of meaning, promoting a positive self-image, increasing control and learning how to cope with daily life.

Regarding occupational therapists’ views about the value of creative activities, Schmid (2004) found that expressive art may be a therapeutic tool facilitating creative thinking. Not only occupational therapists’ views on creative activities, but also their perceptions of the therapeutic relationship are of interest. An investigation carried out in different clinical settings indicated that the therapists found a good relationship to be of importance for the outcome of the occupational therapy (Cole & McLean, 2003). Various studies investigating occupational therapists’ perceptions of factors influencing the interaction in treatment have shown that the interaction itself, that is to say, how things were done, seemed to be more important than the content, that is to say, what was done (Adamson, Sinclair-Legge, Cusik & Nordholm, 1994). Similar results have been found also in a physiotherapy context (Lundvik Gyllensten, Gerd, Salford & Ekdahl, 1999).

Descriptions and evaluations of methods based on creative activities are important in order to inform occupational therapy practitioners and broaden the occupational therapy base. However, research in this area is very scant, despite the fact that this type of intervention is common in psychosocial occupational therapy (Craik et al., 1998; Griffiths & Corr, 2007). Therefore, there is a need for further scientific study on creative therapies, focusing on outcomes in terms of process as well as on its effectiveness.

Aims

The overall aim of the thesis was to describe and evaluate the TTM as a method for intervention in outpatient psychiatric occupational therapy.

Specific aims were:

Study I: To describe how the TTM intervention may be implemented, illustrated by a clinical case, and to examine how a client perceived the intervention process, including a long-term view. A further aim was to sum up into life themes the client’s life story resulting from the occupational storytelling and occupational story making.

Study II: To investigate any correlations between the therapeutic relationship, client satisfaction and changes in everyday occupations and health-related factors among clients going through the TTM intervention. The following research questions formed the point of departure for the study:

1) How did clients and occupational therapists perceive the therapeutic alliance?
Table 2.
Overview of design, participants and methodology of the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Data collection</th>
<th>Data analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study I</td>
<td>Qualitative design; Case study methodology</td>
<td>1 female client</td>
<td>Paintings and audio taped narratives on 5 occasions and a 3-year follow-up comprising of 3 occasions</td>
<td>Case record, qualitative single case analysis according to Merriam (1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study II</td>
<td>Prospective quantitative design; combined quasi-experimental pre-test – post-test and correlational study</td>
<td>35 clients (29 female and 6 male)</td>
<td>Questionnaires; COPM, SDO, SOC, Mastery, SCL-90-R, HAq-II and CSQ</td>
<td>Spearman’s rank order correlation, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test, Logistic regression analysis (backward method, likelihood ratio)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study III</td>
<td>Qualitative design; individual interviews</td>
<td>20 clients (18 female and 2 male)</td>
<td>Individual interviews, each on one occasion comprising about 1 hour, audio taped and transcribed verbatim</td>
<td>Qualitative content analysis according to Burnard (1991)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study IV</td>
<td>Qualitative design; Focus group methodology</td>
<td>9 female occupational therapists</td>
<td>Focus groups interviews, two groups who met twice between 2-4 hours, audio taped and transcribed verbatim</td>
<td>Qualitative content analysis according to Burnard (1991)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2) What changes were observed based on comparisons of measurements made before and after the intervention, concerning everyday occupations and health-related factors?

3) How were perceptions of the therapeutic alliance related to any changes observed?

4) How did the clients rate their satisfaction with going through the TTM and which variables, in terms of changes regarding everyday occupations, health-related factors and the initial therapeutic alliance, could be used to predict client satisfaction?

**Study III:** To examine clients’ perceptions of participation in a TTM intervention, including the therapeutic relationship with the occupational therapist.

**Study IV:** To examine occupational therapists’ perceptions of using the TTM intervention, including the therapeutic relationship with their clients.

**Methods**

An overview of the designs, participants and methodologies used in Studies I–IV is given in Table 2.

**Design**

This thesis constitutes a continuum of research based on four studies starting with an exploratory study in the shape of a longitudinal case study in order to exemplify the TTM (Study I), followed by a study on a group level, based on quantitative research methodologies (Study II), and moving back to qualitative research, where clients’ experiences from the TTM (Study III) and occupational therapists’ perceptions of using the TTM (Study IV) were examined.

The design of Study I was based on case study methodology (Merriam, 1988), which was applied in order to exemplify the TTM. Case studies are appropriate when making an analysis of a specific phenomenon in order to generate theoretical arguments. It is applicable when seeking a holistic perspective and an understanding of complex processes (Yin, 1989) and can contribute to the knowledge base of occupational therapy practice (Legault & Rebeiro, 2001). Case studies are also useful in exploring communication patterns between the client and the therapist (DePoy & Gitlin, 1998) and applicable for the purpose of researching alternative therapies (Lukoff, Edwards & Miller, 1998).

The design used in Study II was a prospective clinical study with a combined quasi-experimental pre-test–post-test and correlational design (Brink & Wood, 1998; Kazdin, 2003). A quasi-experimental design is useful for evaluating and investigating the “real world”, that is, studying an intervention in its natural caring setting makes it clinically relevant (Maas, Buckwalter, Reed & Pringle Specht, 1998; Vedung, 1998). The idea with a correlational design is to study the pattern of relationships between selected variables. Such descriptive designs are useful in new fields of research, where there is still not enough knowledge to set up any hypotheses (Wood & Brink, 1998).

The design of Study III was qualitative, which is a suitable design for research in client-centred occupational therapy (Hammell, 2001) and when the researcher wants to increase their knowledge about client’s own views and experiences, in order to understand and make sense of everyday life (Burnard, 1991; Burnard, 1995; Taylor & Bogdan, 1998). In this case individual interviews were used. Finally, a qualitative design with focus group methodology was used in Study IV. Focus groups are interviews in which the interaction and discussions between the participants are of importance. The researcher wants to gain increased knowledge through the discussions between the participants, and to get
a broader understanding of a selected subject (Kitzinger, 1994; Krueger & Casey, 2000), in this case a newly developed intervention. Focus groups generally have between six and twelve participants, but according to Dahlin Ivanoff (2002) small groups have shown to be dynamic and she recommends a maximum of six participants in each group.

**Participants and context**

**Selection of the participant and the context in Study I**
The single participant in Study I was chosen among clients from a psychiatric outpatient clinic in southern Sweden. Two criteria had to be fulfilled; the person should be newly admitted to the clinic and be able to reflect on the course of their life. The client who was asked and accepted to participate was a woman, aged 30 years, who was seeking help for anxiety and depression and was given the diagnosis of panic disorder, without agoraphobia but with secondary depression, according to DSM-IV (APA, 1994). The client was married and had a family. She lived in a village and had a blue-collar job. Normally, she was an active person, but now she had turned passive. The client was anxious, suffered from sleeplessness and was afraid of being alone.

The psychiatric outpatient clinic had offered her sleeping pills, antidepressants and focused therapy using the TTM.

**Selection of participants and context in Study II**
The participants in Study II were clients at four general outpatient mental health care units in southern Sweden. The selected client’s ages ranged between 18 and 65 years and further selection criteria were; a diagnosis of personality disorders, affective syndromes, anxiety/obsession syndromes or eating disorders according to ICD-10 (WHO, 1993) and the need for occupational therapy as assessed by the psychiatric team. Moreover, the client should not be well-known to the occupational therapist, which meant that the client should not have been in contact with the particular therapist giving them the TTM intervention on more than three previous occasions. Criteria for exclusion were language limitations or cognitive disorders, since the study was largely built on self-rating instruments. The clients were consecutively recruited from the participating units.

Power calculations indicated that 35 clients were needed to reveal an effect size of 0.5 on the chosen outcome variables with 80% power at p < 0.05 (Altman, 1991). Forty clients were invited to participate and 36 agreed, giving a participation rate of 90%. All 36 clients chose to complete the intervention study. However, one client, a man, was excluded from the study during the course of the intervention because a cognitive dysfunction was detected. Thus, the final sample consisted of the required 35 participants. The inclusion criteria for participation resulted in a heterogeneous group of participants, representing common diagnoses and age groups of clients in general outpatient mental health care. The clients’ ages ranged from 18 to 60 years (mean age = 37, median age = 36). Twenty clients were diagnosed with anxiety/obsession syndromes, ten with affective syndromes, four with personality disorders, and one with an eating disorder. At the time of the TTM intervention, 14 of the clients were engaged in work or education and 10 in work rehabilitation or community-based activity centres. The remaining 11 clients had no organised regular daily occupation at all. The gender distribution was skewed, as 29 of the 35 clients were women.

**Selection of participants and context in Study III**
The clients in Study III were recruited from the same four outpatient units as above. They
were consecutively recruited after having participated in Study II. Inclusion criteria were an age of 18–65 years, diagnoses of personality disorders, affective syndromes, anxiety/obsession syndromes or eating disorders according to ICD-10 (WHO, 1993), being an outpatient, and having been assessed as having the need for occupational therapy. Twenty-seven strategically selected clients were asked to participate, and 22 gave their informed consent. The first two interviews, with a woman and a man, were considered as pilot interviews and the results were not used in the final analysis as they lacked in depth and quality. Thus, the final sample consisted of 20 clients. The informants’ mean age was 37 years (range 18–60 years). Three clients were diagnosed with personality disorders, four with affective syndromes, twelve with anxiety/obsession syndromes, and one with an eating disorder. At the time of the interview, eight of the informants were engaged in work or education and four were participating in work rehabilitation or attending community-based activity centres. The remaining eight informants had no organised, regular daily occupation. The participants consisted of two men and 18 women.

Selection of participants and context in Study IV

In Study IV, all occupational therapists who had previously participated as therapists in Study II were recruited and interviewed. The criteria for participation were: being a qualified occupational therapist, working in general outpatient mental health care units in Sweden, and having taken part in a 30-hour TTM course (Gunnarsson, 2001), comprising of theoretical knowledge and practical experience of picture painting and occupational storytelling/story making. Nine occupational therapists were asked to participate in the study, and all of them gave their informed consent. The occupational therapists were all women, and the mean age was 53 years. They had an average of 22 years experience of occupational therapy practice. Besides the TTM course, six of them had undergone additional training in creative activities. Seven of them had additional psychotherapy training, either psycho-dynamically or cognitive-behaviourally oriented.

Procedures and data collection

The case study (Study I)

In Study I, the data was collected longitudinally over two periods, an intervention period and a follow up three years later. The communication between the occupational therapist and the client was tape-recorded in all of the sessions. The first period of data collection consisted of five sessions based on the TTM. Starting from every tree painting the client’s life story was built up with a focus on occupation. In order to facilitate the conversation the occupational therapist used the guidelines by Alexi and Gunnarsson (1995) and the occupational storytelling information (Clark, 1993; Clark et al., 1996). In the final session, there was an active reflecting on the trees painted earlier as a starting point for a dialogue between the client and the occupational therapist. After reflecting, the client painted a picture of her future tree, where the focus was on occupational story making (Clark, 1993; Clark et al., 1996), and finding more adaptive strategies for the future. In between the first period of data collection and the follow-up three years later there were some clinical contacts between the occupational therapist and the client, documented in the clinical record, which constituted another data source for the study. The follow-up sessions three years later consisted of one interview and two TTM sessions. The interview was thematic and was related to the client’s experiences from the process three years ear-
lier and she was asked whether the TTM had influenced her approach to everyday life in the long term. Interview themes used were, “life situation before the first TTM sessions”, “what about painting and story telling”, “memories from each of the trees she painted and the life story starting from these trees”, “the TTM as a beginning for further reflections” and “her life situation now after going through the sessions”. Then the data collection continued with two tree theme sessions carried out according to the TTM, the first theme being the client’s present life situation and the second a perspective of her future. Afterwards the client was asked to compare the former future tree she had drawn with the new one. The last session concluded with a short interview about the client’s reflections on participating in the TTM in this second series of sessions.

The intervention study (Study II)

Training

As a preparation for Study II, a group of ten occupational therapists, who were working with psychosocial occupational therapy in outpatient psychiatric care and had agreed to provide the intervention for their clients, were trained on five occasions, in all for 30 hours, by the author of this thesis. The training comprised theoretical knowledge about the value of occupation, creative activity and occupational life storytelling, as well as practical experience of painting the different tree themes and acting as therapists, as described by Gunnarsson (2001). One of the therapists changed workplace before the start of the study, but the remaining nine occupational therapists recruited clients for the study. The occupational therapist, on one to three occasions, assessed by a clinical interview if the intervention with the TTM was appropriate. If so, the client was asked to take part in the study according to consecutive sampling. The principle of informed consent was applied.

Instruments

The instruments in Study II were chosen in order to measure the therapeutic alliance, different aspects of daily occupations and health-related factors and client satisfaction.

Everyday occupations

The Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM) (Law et al., 1998) is a semi-structured interview reflecting clients’ self-perceived occupational performance and satisfaction with their performance. The COPM focuses on three areas: self-care, productivity and leisure. The client is asked to identify problematic tasks and everyday occupations and then rate their actual performance and their satisfaction with the performance of the targeted tasks and everyday occupations. The self-ratings are made on a ten-point numeric Likert scale (Streiner & Norman, 2003), ranging from 1, ‘Not important at all’, to 10, ‘Extremely important’. The COPM has been shown to have satisfactory test-retest reliability, sensitivity to change (Law et al., 1998) and construct and criterion validity (McColl, Paterson, Davies, Doubt & Law, 2000). The Swedish version (Swedish Association of Occupational Therapists, 1999), has been found to have high responsiveness to change (Wressle, Samuelsson & Henriksson, 1999) and good clinical utility (Wressle, Marcusson & Henriksson, 2002).

The Satisfaction with Daily Occupations (SDO) (Eklund, 2004) is a measure of perceived satisfaction with everyday occupations. Unlike the COPM, it uses predefined items. It has nine items distributed over four domains: work, leisure, domestic tasks and self-care. The SDO contains an activity level score and a satisfaction score. It is administered as a combined interview and self-rating. First the client answers ‘Yes/No’ to whether or not they presently perform the occupation. The number of affirmative answers constitutes the activity level score, with a maximum possible score of nine. The client then rates their
satisfaction on a seven-point numeric Likert scale, from 1, ‘Worst possible’ to 7, ‘Best possible’. The SDO satisfaction score has been shown to have satisfactory internal consistency (Eklund, 2004; Eklund & Gunnarsson, 2007; Eklund & Sandqvist, 2006) and acceptable construct validity (Eklund, 2004). Good test–retest reliability has been demonstrated for the satisfaction score as well as for the activity level (Eklund & Gunnarsson, 2007) and the SDO has shown to have good content validity and to be sensitive to change following an occupational therapy intervention (Eklund & Gunnarsson, in press).

**Health-related factors**

**The Sense of Coherence (SOC) measure** (Antonovsky, 1987a; Antonovsky, 1987b) is a self-rating scale and reflects the client’s perception of the world and their personal environment as a whole. The sense of coherence indicates how well an individual manages stress and remains healthy, and the concept includes three dimensions: comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness. In line with Antonovsky’s intention the three dimensions were not separated but the sense of coherence was treated as a composite construct. The short version, a 13-item questionnaire, was used. The respondents rated the statements on a seven-point numeric Likert scale, from 1, ‘Very often’, to 7, ‘Very seldom or never’. Eriksson and Lindström (2005) found the face validity of the SOC scale acceptable, the content validity to be moderate and the criterion validity as varying from weak to good. For the 13-item questionnaire they found satisfactory test–retest reliability and high internal consistency.

**The Mastery Scale** (Pearlin, Menaghan, Lieberman & Mullan, 1981) is a 7-item, self-rating of self-mastery, the sense of being in control and mastering situations and experiences which influence one’s own life. The respondents rate the statements on a four-point categorical Likert scale (Streiner & Norman, 2003), from 1, ‘Completely agree’, to 4, ‘Don’t agree at all’. The measure has been shown to have good internal consistency and good construct validity (Marshall & Lang, 1990).

**The Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R)** (Derogatis, 1992) is a self-rating scale composed of 90 items rated according to a 5-step categorical Likert scale. It measures psychological problems and symptoms of psychopathology. The scoring is from 0 to 4, where 4 indicates the greatest problem severity. The checklist is divided into nine symptom scales: somatisation, obsession-compulsion, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostility, phobic anxiety, paranoid ideation and psychoticism. Several indexes have been suggested. In this study, the Global Symptom Index (GSI) was calculated. The SCL-90-R is a frequently used measure and has shown very good reliability and good validity (Derogatis, 1992; Fridell, Cesarec, Johansson & Thorsen Malling, 2002).

**The therapeutic relationship**

**The Revised Helping Alliance Questionnaire (HAq-II)** (Luborsky et al., 1996) measures the strength of the alliance between the client and the therapist by means of 19 items, rated on a six-point categorical Likert scale, from 1, ‘Strongly disagree’, to 6, ‘Strongly agree’. There is both a client version and a therapist version, and the client and the therapist independently rate the helping alliance. HAq-II has shown satisfactory internal consistency and test–retest reliability (Luborsky et al., 1996), and good convergent validity with other alliance measures (Hatcher & Barends, 1996; Luborsky et al., 1996).

**Client satisfaction**

**The Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ)** (Larsen, Attkisson, Hargreaves & Nguyen, 1979) contains eight questions concerning the client’s satisfaction with the intervention. The self-rating is made on a four-point categorical Likert scale, where 1 and 2...
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indicate less satisfaction, 3 indicates good satisfaction, and 4 the highest satisfaction. The CSQ has been shown to have satisfactory internal consistency (Larsen et al., 1979; Nguyen, Attkisson & Stegner, 1983) and construct validity (Nguyen et al., 1983). De Wilde and Hendriks (2005) found the concurrent validity to be high, and suggested the CSQ as a good measure for the assessment of general satisfaction in mental health care. Three data sets based on the Swedish version, including clients with mental health disorders, have shown satisfactory internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha 0.85–0.93) (personal communication, Lars Hansson, October 2006).

Procedure

In Study II, pre-test and post-test data concerning the clients were collected over a 21-month period ending in January 2006. The data collection took place at the respective psychiatric outpatient unit. Just before the TTM intervention started, the pre-test was performed, and the author of this thesis met the client and administered the questionnaires COPM, SDO, SOC, Mastery and SCL-90-R. Following this the TTM intervention took place. The five sessions were spread over a period of six to nine weeks. The HAq-II was administered to the clients and the therapists after the second and the final TTM session. Post-test data were collected in accordance with the pre-test data, and the author of this thesis administered the instruments to the client soon after the last session of the intervention, with the addition of the CSQ.

The client interviews (Study III)

In Study III, thematic interviews were formed as dialogues between the interviewer and the interviewee (Kvale, 1996). In line with Mishler (1986), the interviewer encouraged the informant/client to narrate their thoughts, feelings and perceptions of the TTM intervention, and to describe the relationship with the therapist. A thematic interview guide was used, starting with:

Could you tell me about your experiences of the TTM intervention, including what you think about the therapeutic relationship and your perception of the relationship between you and your occupational therapist?

From this opening question a dialogue developed in which the interviewer encouraged the client to give a detailed narrative. The interviews in Study III were performed at the psychiatric outpatient clinic at which the client had gone through the TTM intervention between two and four months earlier. Each interview took place on one occasion and lasted about an hour. The interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Most of the interviews were performed by the author of this thesis. The rest of the interviews were conducted by a co-researcher in order to minimise the risk of allegiance.

The focus group interviews with occupational therapists (Study IV)

The interviews in Study IV were formed as focus group discussions (Kitzinger, 1994; Krueger & Casey, 2000). Before starting, the informant occupational therapists were introduced to the procedure. Two moderators met both focus groups. One moderator was a psychologist/researcher, and the other was an occupational therapist/research assistant. Both of them had previous experience of leading group interviews, but neither of them had any experience of using the TTM. The moderators encouraged the informant therapists to describe their experiences of using the TTM. A prepared guide was followed covering the various themes of the intervention including the progressive relaxation exercise, occupational storytelling/story making (painting and verbal life-storytelling) and the therapeutic relationship. The informant
therapists were encouraged to talk as freely as possible. The moderators tried to stimulate the interaction and deepen the discussion between the informant therapists by further questions. Two focus groups were formed, consisting of four and five informants, respectively. Each group met twice, with a two-week interval. On the first occasion, the interview lasted for four hours for both focus groups, including a one-hour lunch break. The interview on the second occasion took two hours. The interviews took place at two mental health care units. All sessions were audio taped and transcribed verbatim.

Data analysis

The case study analysis

The tape-recordings from each session were transcribed in whole before the next-coming session took place. Using this procedure, the transcribing becomes part of an interpreting process and analysis (Kvale, 1996; Merriam, 1988). The data analysis included two parts. First a case record (Merriam, 1988), with a narrative structure and description of the intervention process was developed. The second part of the analysis proceeded from this case record and implied identifying themes in the client’s life story (Merriam, 1988).

The information from the first period of data collection was integrated and analysed together with the follow-up data. The audio-tapes were first listened through and then transcribed by the author of this thesis. The data was then listened to and read through again. An experienced occupational therapist made a peer review of the process of analysis from the raw data to the final result and verified the trustworthiness of the procedure. The final results were eventually formulated in a discussion between the author of this thesis and the peer researcher. A life story telling should be treated as a coherent whole (Polkinghorne, 1995), which was a leading principle for the analysis. The analysis focused on the process of the client and life themes of importance to her, before, during and after the intervention and at the follow-up. The focus was on the experiences of the storyteller and not on external validity (Atkinson, 1998).

Qualitative content analysis

Qualitative content analysis according to Burnard (1991) was used in Study III and Study IV. The various steps of the analysis were carried out as an iterative process by the authors involved. A naive reading was performed with the intention of not only making the researchers conscious and open, but also to strengthen the analysis process. Initially, codes were identified close to the text. Different categories were freely generated and gradually collapsed into broader categories. The analysis continued until consensus was reached concerning the categories and sub-categories. All Burnard’s suggested 14 steps, except step 11, which states that “selected informants should be asked to check the data”, were performed. When validating the analysis the pre-understanding should be taken into consideration (Elliott, Fischer & Rennie, 1999). The researchers involved represented a broad area of experience. Two of those who conducted the analysis in Study III were also interviewers (BG and CL), while the others were a nurse/researcher, experienced in qualitative methods (KP) and a psychologist/researcher (JAJ). Finally, the senior author (ME), an occupational therapist and experienced researcher, checked all the steps of the analysis to verify the validity of the analysis and identify any possible problems associated with allegiance (Burnard, 1991). In Study IV, one of those carrying out the analysis, and also was one of the moderators (JAJ), one was the nurse/researcher (KP), and the third was the author of this thesis (BG). In order to verify the validity of the analysis the senior author (ME) finally checked all the steps of the analysis, starting
by reading two original focus group interviews and following the naïve and more elaborate steps of the analysis. At this stage, further refinement of the categories was made.

Statistics
As all the variables in Study II were assessed on an ordinal scale, only non-parametric methods were used. The initial therapeutic alliance, as perceived by the clients and the therapists, and client satisfaction were correlated (Spearman’s rank order correlation) with change scores regarding the occupational and health-related variables. For the evaluation of any differences between measurements made before and after the intervention, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test was used. Finally, multiple logistic regression analysis (backward method, likelihood ratio) was performed with CSQ as the dependent variable and the initial HAq-II and change scores concerning COPM, SDO, SOC, Mastery and SCL-90-R as independent variables. The independent variables were all dichotomized. The goodness-of-fit of the model was tested with the Hosmer-Lemeshow test (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989). The regression analysis was performed in four stages since the small number of participants did not allow for too many independent variables in the same analysis. The first stage was comprised of the occupational variables, the second the health-related factors, the third the therapeutic alliance, and the fourth stage included those independent variables that had been shown to be statistically significantly related to client satisfaction in the previous stages. The SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) version 13.0 was used for all analyses.

Findings
Illustration of the TTM as an intervention
This particular case description provided an example of how the TTM can be used and of the development a client may undergo. This case was followed up three years later in order to gain further knowledge about the process.

The client’s nonverbal and verbal story, from childhood to midlife, started with her present life situation. She felt gloomy and could not manage to take care of her family; this was symbolized by her painting a brown birch with hanging branches. The client did not feel stable which was illustrated by the weak roots of the tree she drew. The second session was about the client’s childhood which she perceived as pleasant and illustrated this...
by painting a birch tree with green leaves. She was a playful child and her only problem was shyness when trying new activities. During the third session the client told a non-verbal and verbal story about her adolescence. She told how she felt gloomy which was symbolized by a brown birch tree she had painted. She did not view herself as being capable of studying, so she began to work at a factory. The fourth session focused on her adulthood. The client’s mother-in-law had got cancer some years earlier which evoked her anxiety, which was illustrated by the thin branches of the tree. The client then had to support her family, which was illustrated by some thicker branches. Then at the fifth and final session the story making started focused on the future. The client expected both good and bad events in the future, but in the final session she saw herself as an actor in her own life. This was illustrated by knots she painted on the tree trunk. At the follow-up three years later, a recapitulation of the previous intervention was made, and the memories of the former tree paintings served as a help for her reflections. The client found it helpful to paint trees and to tell her life story together with the therapist who she thought was an active listener, and thereby enabled her to express her emotions.

She remembered the different trees she had painted, apart from the first brown birch, as being similar to each other and in that respect as forming a whole. At the follow-up session, she again painted her present life situation. The client now felt stronger and had people close to her who knew what mental illness is about which was symbolized by her painting a strong oak with long roots, a stable trunk and branches with green leaves. She finally painted her current expectations for the future. She felt hopeful and wanted to be an active woman with grandchildren. She let a brown oak with a bird’s nest and a swing hanging from a branch, symbolize that type of life.

Four life themes were identified which formed the client’s course through life; “being shy”, “being close to the family”, “being afraid that the worst thing will happen”, and finally, “the feeling of being alienated”. As revealed by the woman’s story the TTM appeared to be a suitable intervention. At the end of the intervention period she had regained her active role at home as well as at her work place, and at the follow-up session she attributed this positive development partly to her participation in the TTM.

**Changes in everyday life after a TTM intervention**

Study II showed that a good initial therapeutic alliance was experienced by both clients and occupational therapists. Regarding the occupational therapists’ ratings of the therapeutic alliance there was a statistically significant increase between the pre-test and the post-test measurements (p=.031), but not regarding the clients’ ratings (p=.134). Statistically significant differences between the two measurement points were also found concerning the measurement of everyday occupations. There was an increase from pre-test to post-test regarding both activity level and satisfaction according to the SDO, and improvements were also found for COPM performance and COPM satisfaction. The result concerning the health-related factors sense of coherence, self-mastery and psychiatric symptoms also indicated positive changes (Table 3).

A good initial therapeutic alliance, as perceived by both occupational therapists and clients, was correlated to increased changes regarding occupational performance and self-mastery. According to the therapists’ ratings, a good initial therapeutic alliance was correlated to an increased sense of coherence and a decreased level of psychiatric symptoms. High therapist ratings of the therapeutic alliance were also related to high client satisfaction.

The clients’ median rating of their satis-
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Table 3.
Changes observed between measurements made before and after the TTM intervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variable</th>
<th>Before the intervention Median (IQR)</th>
<th>After the intervention Median (IQR)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COPM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>3.2 (2.0)</td>
<td>4.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>2.0 (2.2)</td>
<td>4.6 (3.4)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity level</td>
<td>5.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>47.0 (12.0)</td>
<td>50.0 (11.0)</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>47.0 (15.0)</td>
<td>48.0 (13.0)</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>18.0 (6.0)</td>
<td>19.0 (5.0)</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90-R GSI</td>
<td>77.0 (21.0)</td>
<td>68.0 (26.0)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures in bold indicate IQR (interquartile range), the difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles, that is, containing the central 50% of the observations. COPM, Canadian Occupational Performance Measure; SDO, Satisfaction with Daily Occupations; SOC, Sense of Coherence measure, SCL-90-R, Symptom Checklist-90-R; GSI, Global Symptom Index.

Satisfaction with the intervention was high. Multivariate analyses showed that, regarding everyday occupations, the factor of most importance for belonging to the group reporting a higher level of client satisfaction was a positive change in COPM performance. Concerning the health-related factors, those who improved more regarding sense of coherence were more likely to belong to the more satisfied group. The analysis also indicated that those participants for which the therapists’ initial ratings were high also belonged to the high ratings group regarding client satisfaction. The final analysis, combining the previous ones by including all significant factors found in the preceding analyses, showed that those for whom the therapists gave a high rating regarding the therapeutic alliance ruled out all other variables in explaining the client satisfaction with the TTM. Viewed against how the clients and the therapists perceived the therapeutic alliance, the clients’ ratings of the occupational and health-related variables and the clients’ ratings of their satisfaction with going through the TTM, the intervention method seemed to function well in psychosocial occupational therapy.

Client experiences of a TTM intervention

Various perceptions were expressed in the clients’ narratives regarding the painting, verbal storytelling/story making and the therapeutic relationship. Six principal categories were derived from the data:

“From a feeling of performance demands to becoming focused and expressive”. From a situation of feeling diverted due to stress and thinking of various aspects of everyday life when entering the session, the informants became relaxed and focused. Performance de-
mands gradually became less and the TTM became enjoyable which paved the way for creating the paintings more freely. The informants mastered their situation step by step in a more conscious and reflective way. However, sometimes, painting the trees became more of a productive activity than a tool for a helping dialogue.

“Expressing oneself and one’s life situation led to an awakening of memories and feelings”. The informants found relief in painting and the possibility to express feelings, experiences and memories. Life patterns could be recognized in the paintings and the fact that the therapist encouraged the client to look at the pictures from various perspectives led to “aha experiences”.

“New perspectives of self-image, everyday life and relations to others”. There were indications that the TTM did not lead to any process of change, but usually the intervention initiated a process of forming life goals. The informants’ self-images gradually changed towards a better self-esteem. They could relate to others and at the same time be more independent. Participation in the sessions resulted in a more active everyday life. The TTM was a starting point for the clients to consider possible changes in daily life but also to initiate action to master the situation.

“Story making led to shaping and reconstructing one’s life story”. The TTM helped the clients to shape structure, to be aware of various life patterns and to see life as a whole. The story making was perceived as a healing process, useful in everyday life.

“Interaction was of importance when reconstructing one’s life story”. In order to become involved in a process of change, mutual respect, trust and openness were perceived as necessary between the therapist and the client. To accomplish a successful treatment process, the clients perceived that the client and the therapist have to share the responsibility for the intervention.

“The attitude of the occupational therapist was of importance for the development of a therapeutic relationship”. The therapist’s attitude and capacity for maintaining the therapeutic framework was of importance in initiating the process of painting and creating one’s occupational life story. Mostly, the therapist was seen as being engaged, competent and empathic. However, there were also signs that it could happen that when the therapist made an interpretation it could be perceived by the client as being a rebuke. Further, it was seen as non-therapeutic when the therapist felt more like a friend than a therapist to the client.

In general, the clients seemed to assimilate the TTM intervention well, regarding both the non-verbal and the verbal occupational storytelling and occupational story making, and their perceptions of the therapeutic relationship were mostly positive. The frames and techniques of the intervention and the therapeutic relationship seemed to be closely intertwined in the process of opening new perspectives in everyday life.

**Occupational therapists’ experiences of using the TTM**

The investigation of the occupational therapists’ experiences of using the TTM intervention, revealed five categories, each comprising sub-categories:

“Balancing therapeutic frames” included two sub-categories; “shaping a beginning and a definite end of the process” and “following the TTM technique closely or with flexibility”. In general, the number of sessions was found to be satisfactory as was the shaping of a beginning and a definite end of the process. The TTM was experienced as being structured, the progressive relaxation was seen as helping the client to be focused, and the paintings were helpful in deepening the client’s verbal occupational storytelling. Rotating the painting for alternative perspectives and offering tasks were perceived as useful
in starting the process of coping with everyday life.

“Therapists’ requirements of life experiences and expert knowledge” was comprised of three sub-categories: “using life experiences”, “developing expert knowledge” and “therapeutic attitude”. The therapist’s self-knowledge was regarded as being valuable when reacting to a client’s narrative, because the TTM was perceived to evoke strong emotions in both parties. The greater the experience gained from using the TTM the more flexibly the therapist used the instructions. The therapist noted that they needed sufficient education and supervision in the TTM in order to help them use it in a flexible way. Accommodating a client’s needs placed demands on the therapist’s flexibility and ability to change between an active and a more reflective attitude.

“Client requirements of motivation and ability”. In order to benefit from the interventions some requirements were placed on the clients. These were reflected in three sub-categories; “motivation for exploring and changing perspectives”, “ability to symbolize” and “learning by doing”. The client needed to have some interest in revealing their own story and to have enough courage to try new strategies for change in everyday life. The TTM was perceived as useful to most clients, but those who had difficulties in symbolizing generally needed more concrete instructions. The therapists thought that the clients gradually learned how to paint pictures and tell their stories more freely.

“Developing a therapeutic relationship” involved three sub-categories; “readiness for client centeredness”, “working to establish a relationship” and “bringing the relationship to an end”. The TTM was perceived as a client-centred method, with its focus on the client’s storytelling. This focus could result in a good therapeutic relationship and for this to happen the first encounter was regarded as being of crucial importance. Concluding the relationship at the end of the intervention was of concern to the therapist, and there were cases when the therapist noticed signs of separation anxiety among clients. When strong emotions were evoked, the therapist could be frustrated because the TTM only encompassed five sessions.

“A dynamic with several processes”. The data revealed a dynamic with several intertwined processes, interacting with each other, and three sub-categories were identified; “the process of playing”, “the process of reflection” and “the process of changing perspectives”. Often instantly, the intervention evoked a process of playing in the client and the occupational therapists found the paintings helpful in both initiating and deepening a client’s storytelling. The painting of a tree started a process of reflection and served as a starting point for an exploratory conversation between the therapist and the client. The occupational therapists perceived that this playful reflection made the client view their everyday life from a new angle. The TTM was seen as helpful to the client in breaking out of old patterns and as facilitating the client to find how to cope with everyday life. The future tree was seen as important and as a turning point to the clients’ in order to reconstruct their own future lives.

In general, the TTM appeared to function well in psychosocial occupational therapy. The TTM was experienced as a structured method for starting a process and initiating a therapist-client relationship. In order for a client to benefit from the TTM the occupational therapists needed to balance the therapeutic frames with flexibility. The occupational therapist should have self-knowledge and a therapeutic attitude so as to motivate the client to take part in the intervention. Developing a therapeutic relationship was of importance in order to initiate a dynamic process that could stimulate the client in finding new perspectives in everyday life.
Discussion

Discussion of the findings

This thesis constitutes the first stages of a description and evaluation of the TTM, a new method for intervention in outpatient psychiatric care, based on creative activities and occupational storytelling/story making. According to the findings in Studies I–IV the TTM intervention appeared to function well in general psychiatric care, from both the clients’ and their occupational therapists’ point of view. The evaluation was, as recommended by Vedung (1998), composed by various perspectives combining clients’ and occupational therapists’ views and different research methodologies. Vedung raised a few issues that are important when carrying out an evaluation, namely to describe, assess and reflect the utility of an intervention. The first steps in addressing these issues have been taken by describing the TTM intervention and how the intervention may be implemented (Study I), focusing on changes that could be observed based on comparisons of measurements made before and after the intervention (Study II) and taking part in clients’ (Study III) and occupational therapists’ (Study IV) experiences of participation in the TTM, including their perceptions of the therapeutic relationship.

This thesis may also be framed as a process–outcome study, since it focused on processes, that took place both within the client and in terms of the client–therapist relationship, and how such processes were linked with development and change among the clients. The TTM was perceived as being dynamic, with a simultaneously ongoing process of playing, reflecting and changing perspectives (Study IV). Moreover, the therapeutic relationship showed to be important when studied in connection with different methodologies and from different perspectives (Studies II–IV). However, there is need for further reflection on how the frames and different techniques of the TTM may have served as a starting point for such processes, that aim to help the client cope with and act in everyday life, as well as how different requirements place upon the clients and the occupational therapists may have influenced those processes. This result discussion will concentrate on these issues.

Processes of playing, reflecting and changing perspectives

Both the clients (Study III) and occupational therapists (Study IV) in this thesis perceived the TTM as helpful in symbolizing and verbalising a client’s life story. The occupational therapists meant that the TTM started a process of play and self-expression (Study IV). Sometimes picture painting was perceived as pure pleasure (Study III), initiating only little reflection, but the intervention seemed to be meaningful anyway. This is in line with Thompson and Blair (1998), who argued that a creative activity and its process may be curative in themselves. The ability to play is essential to an individual (Winnicott, 1971), and through play and creativity, such as painting picture of a tree, an intermediate area may be created where fantasy may be used for coping with everyday life.

The TTM initiated a process of expressing oneself and one’s life situation which evoked both unpleasant and pleasurable feelings and memories (Studies I and III). The clients in Studies I and III meant that while they were involved in a process of playing they also took part in a reflective dialogue with their therapists and imagined possible new perspectives in everyday life. This is in line with Hoff (2003), who argued that a creative process takes place in interaction within an individual, and between them and the environment.

The TTM, with its focus on painting pictures of trees from various periods of life, is aimed at stimulating the client to reflect on themselves in their present and former life.
situation and imagine a future life. In Study I, it seemed that the pictures of the trees became like the building blocks of a timeline, not only reflecting special events but also the person’s “whole life”, from childhood to the present day. In only a short period of time, the results from Studies I and II indicated positive changes over the intervention period concerning everyday occupations and health-related factors. These changes might be related to the process of changing perspectives (Study IV), an assumption that is strengthened by the fact that the clients in Study III perceived the intervention as helpful in becoming aware of various life patterns and gaining new perspectives about themselves and their ability to handle everyday life. Further indications of a process of changing perspectives were that the occupational therapists perceived the TTM as useful to the clients in helping them to break out of old patterns (Study IV).

The processes of playing, reflecting and changing perspectives resemble the concepts of doing, being, becoming (Hammell, 2004; Wilcock, 1998) and belonging (Hammell, 2004). When a client paints (doing), tells their story and reflects (being), their sense of identity may be stronger, and they regain their roles at home and at work (belonging) and comes to look upon themselves as capable of composing their own life (becoming). Creating a life story, by both painting and using words, highlighted the client’s abilities and revealed their limitations, and seemed to lead to self-understanding and an increased ability to handle everyday life (Studies I, III and IV). This is in line with Lagerkrantz (1998), who expressed the importance of doing things through creative activities, “What I hear, I forget – what I see, I remember – but what I do, I understand” (p. 99).

The therapeutic relationship
The early therapeutic relationship was in Study II, related to changes in various respects, as was also reported by other researchers (Johansson, 2006; Lambert & Barley, 2002). Both the clients’ and the therapists’ ratings of the initial therapeutic alliance were associated with improvements regarding everyday occupations and self-mastery. In addition, the therapists’ initial ratings of the therapeutic alliance were correlated with an increased sense of coherence and a decrease in psychiatric symptoms. Thus, the therapists’ perceptions of the initial therapeutic alliance appear to have influenced the intervention, and may have been important for the clients’ improvement. Eklund (1996b) obtained similar results when examining clients at a psychiatric day care unit, where the treatment programme was based on creative activities.

The findings revealed that both clients and therapists perceived the therapeutic attitude as being important. The clients in Study III found the therapist’s attitude and capacity for maintaining the therapeutic framework to be of importance for initiating the process of painting and creating one’s occupational life story. This is in line with Lambert and Barley (2002), who argued that the therapeutic relationship which includes empathy, warmth, acceptance and encouragement, is the most important so-called common factor for the outcome of psychotherapy. However, also in line with some previous studies (Litauer, Sexton & Wynn, 2005; Palmadottir, 2006), there were some negative perceptions of the therapist by clients, such as, that the therapist acted as if she was superior, and gave neither positive nor negative signs, that the therapist felt more like a friend than a therapist. When encouraging the client to become engaged in an intervention, the therapist must have a good knowledge of the therapeutic relationship and of how supportive and encouraging, and sometimes confronting, attitudes should be balanced. According to the occupational therapists’ perceptions (Study IV), the therapist should be engaged in, focused on and confirm the client.
Client satisfaction after having gone through the TTM intervention was related to the therapists’ ratings of the therapeutic alliance and improvements in COPM performance and sense of coherence (Study II). These results support suggestions by Björkman and Hansson (2001) that client satisfaction is connected with both the outcome of psychiatric interventions and the process of intervention. McKinnon (2000) found, that in client-centred occupational therapy, the quality of the interaction between therapist and client was of great importance for client satisfaction. This is in line with the results from Study II, where high ratings of the therapeutic relationship were correlated with a high level of client satisfaction. However, it is hard to explain why the therapists’ rating of the therapeutic alliance was found to be the most important factor for client satisfaction. It appears that the therapists’ belief in a helping alliance led to better client satisfaction. Possibly, the therapists’ attitudes influenced both the intervention per se, and the clients’ tendency to perceive the therapy as helpful. In any case, the results indicate that the TTM, as used in Study II, was highly dependent on the input from the occupational therapist.

The roles of frames and techniques

On the basis of existing literature, the term ‘creative activities’ was used in this thesis in the sense of tasks or actions used in order to generate novel ways of experiencing reality, including the subject’s own self, often, but not necessarily, resulting in a product, such as a painting or a poem. It was also stated that creative activities may be supported by a meaningful context. This way of viewing creative activities seems to be applicable to the TTM. The fact that the intervention was perceived as structured (Study IV), with limited time frames and techniques may appear to be contrary to creativity, but within this structure there was a possibility for being creative.

Variations may be found when comparing client perceptions (Study III) with therapist perceptions (Study IV) of the TTM frames. While the clients (Study III) reflected on the frames as a help in getting focused and express thoughts and emotions, the occupational therapists (Study IV) reflected on how to maintain a balance between strictly following the therapeutic frames and adjusting them to their clients’ needs. The frames served as a safety net in supporting a client’s recovery. This is in line with Atkinson and Wells (2000), who reported that using therapeutic frames dynamically could establish a feeling of psychological safety, in turn promoting clients to take part in a creative activity. However, there might also be a risk involved using the frames flexibly, and the therapist must not modify the frames in such a way that the original intention with the intervention gets lost. The main recommendation is to follow the frames, but occasionally improvise if that can help the client understand the intention with the TTM better or evoke their motivation, such as the case where when one of the therapists asked a very young client to make another tree painting depicting her teenage instead of an adult tree. For the remaining parts of the intervention the therapist adhered strictly to the frames, thus providing a good example of a flexible use of the frames.

Atkinson (1998) saw photos and other forms of memorabilia as being helpful when recalling important events and experiences of one’s life and, according to Studies I, III and IV, the tree paintings seemed to function that way in the TTM. This, in turn strengthens the idea that the tree may symbolize a person and their living situation, throughout their life course (Gunnarsson, 1988; Hark, 1986/1995). According to the results from Studies I and III, it mostly appeared to be easy for the clients to associate their life situation with different trees, and the occupa-
tional therapists (Study IV) perceived the tree paintings as helpful in deepening the client’s verbal occupational storytelling and occupational story making. The verbal dialogue and the subsequent self-reflections led to a feeling of becoming someone, and provided inspiration for how the client should behave in their daily life in relation to others.

The fact that the TTM intervention gave a possibility for the client to tell their whole life story during a limited time period was expressed by both the clients’ (Studies I and III) and therapists (Study IV) as being helpful in seeing life as a whole, which in turn became a healing process (Study III). In Study II, the clients’ sense of coherence was found to be increased after the TTM intervention, which was surprising as most studies have found the sense of coherence to be stable over time (Eriksson & Lindström, 2005). Possibly, the TTM intervention, with its limited time frames and a focus on reflecting life as a whole may have promoted a sense of coherence.

Storytelling and story making were also part of the frames and techniques of the TTM. In a case study, Larson (1996) identified important life themes, that also constituted turning points in a woman’s life. A similar process was found in Study I. It was possible to both identify important turning points and reflect on their influences on the client’s everyday life. This is further in line with Polkinghorne (1995), who suggested that shaping a narrative can be helpful when making shifts in life, and with Wicks and Whiteford (2003), who stated that life stories are useful in occupational therapy in order to describe and explain a person’s activities within different contexts, and that storytelling may bring meaning to one’s occupational experiences. Another technique of the TTM, that is, to rotate the tree picture and view things from different angles might have facilitated the clients in Studies I and III to discover turning points and possible changes in everyday life.

Requirements on clients and therapists

Life experiences leading to self-knowledge, but also expert knowledge, were regarded as necessary for therapists intending to use the TTM (Study IV). Similarly, Nordholm, Adamson and Heard (1994) stated that several years of practice were needed to become a master clinician. All the informants in Study IV were experienced occupational therapists, but not all were experienced in using the TTM. However, while using the TTM, some of them advanced from being a novice on the subject to becoming competent in the technique. The more experience they had from using the TTM, the more flexibly the therapists used the therapeutic frames in order to accommodate their clients’ needs. This is in line with Benner (1984), who found that a novice relies on guidelines, while an expert is able to integrate the guidelines into a specific context and act accordingly. Moreover, further education and supervision related to the use of the TTM were experienced as being helpful in professional development. This is in line with Gaitskell and Morley (2008), who stated that supportive and challenging supervision is essential when building up knowledge and skills.

The occupational therapists in Study IV also expressed that they had requirements towards their clients for making use of the TTM intervention. They thought the clients needed to have motivation to make changes in their everyday life and the ability to symbolize. Further, the occupational therapists meant that an ability to symbolize is also related to the processes of playing, reflecting and changing perspectives. Imagery capacity was shown by Körlin et al. (2000) to be of importance for well-being, and the authors stated that it is possible to train the ability to symbolize. According to the occupational therapists in Study IV, the clients gradually learned how to participate in the TTM sessions.
Methodological discussion

When developing a new intervention method, there is need for research in order to successively refine it. According to Kazdin (2003), a diversity of methods are required when studying clinical applications, such as when exploring and evaluating the TTM. This thesis used designs based on both qualitative methodology (Studies I, III and IV) and quantitative methodology (Study II), on a single case level (Study I) as well as on a group level (Studies II–IV). This thesis was also studied from different perspectives, as recommended by Vedung (1998), and included views from both clients and therapists. A logical continuum of research was pursued, starting with case study methodology, followed by quantitative research with a quasi-experimental design, and qualitative research based on individual interviews and focus groups discussions.

The distinction between outcomes in terms of process and effectiveness are not always obvious (Hill & Lambert, 2004). However, this thesis did not aim to investigate any of the effects of the TTM. The focus was on process aspects in order to gain knowledge of different courses of actions and procedures (Thompson, 1995; Wordreference.com, 2008) and what happens in a type of intervention (Hill & Lambert, 2004) such as the TTM. Vedung (1998) stated that it is useful to study an intervention in a naturalistic setting, proceeding from reality just as it exists, and in this thesis this was seen as a suitable way of starting a process evaluation of the TTM. The focus was further to investigate the therapists’ and clients’ experiences of taking part in the intervention (Hill & Lambert, 2004; Vedung, 1998), their perceptions of the therapeutic relationship (Hill & Lambert, 2004) and how the ratings of the therapeutic relationship correlated with any changes in everyday occupations and health-related factors.

The qualitative studies (Studies I, III and IV)

The validity (Burnard, 1991), or trustworthiness, in terms of credibility, dependability and transferability (Polit, Beck & Hungler, 2001) should be estimated in a qualitative study. Credibility refers to how well the data and the analysis deal with the truth of the data and the focus of the study, while dependability refers to the data’s stability over time and its context. Transferability refers to the extent to which the findings can be transferred to other contexts (Polit et al., 2001).

The credibility was strengthened by the detailed descriptions of the procedures for data collection and analysis given in the method sections (Studies I, III and IV). Credibility may also be strengthened in terms of triangulation (Polit et al., 2001), which was used in several ways in this thesis. Multiple perspectives were caught by approaching both clients and occupational therapists and by purposefully selecting participants representing a large variation on, for example, experience, age, diagnosis and gender. Thereby, data source triangulation was accomplished. Moreover, the use of different designs and methodologies added to the variety in the perspectives and constituted a method triangulation. Credibility may also be related to how well the findings, for example categories and sub-categories, cover the data, and in Studies I, III and IV all the researchers performed their analysis independently and following the analysis they discussed the findings among themselves until consensus was reached (investigator triangulation).

Stimulating multiple opinions among the informant therapists strengthened the credibility, that is to say, that the data revealed the informant therapists various views of reality. The sample in Study IV was small with only two focus groups, one containing four and the other five informant therapists. However,
Dahlin Ivanoff (2002) recommended small groups which may help to promote a dynamic interaction, and in Study IV indeed, all the informant therapists participated actively. All the informant therapists had met previously on the TTM course. However, some therapists were less experienced in using the TTM which may have reduced the richness of the data produced. However, on the other hand, it may also have increased the richness of some of the data due to various levels of expert-knowledge and degrees of experience the therapists had gained from using the TTM. This fact was mirrored in the results (Study IV). According to Krueger and Casey (2000), if the informants are closely connected with each other this could have a negative impact on the discussion because their common pre-understanding might lead to certain matters not being commented on. Forming two focus groups, that also met twice, was a way of increasing the variation between and within the groups and, thus, the richness of the data.

The researcher credibility, including the pre-understanding in the data collection and the agreement into the data analysis (Polit et al., 2001), may also deserve some attention. Researcher credibility may be related to problems of dependency and allegiance, and the loyalty of the researcher or their attachment to the therapy method, both of which tend to influence the results of evaluation studies (Luborsky et al., 1999). In Study I, the client attended a unit where the author of this thesis, who was the one who developed the TTM was also the occupational therapist. This may have influenced the result picture in a positive direction and constitutes a weakness in the research design. Being an occupational therapist concerned with the recovery of the client, and simultaneously being a researcher, collecting data regarding the TTM and the intervention process that evolved, inferred double roles for the author of this thesis. Therefore, in the subsequent studies, these two perspectives were separated (Studies II–IV), and several other occupational therapists and their clients, as well as other interviewers, were included. By using two interviewers in Study III, it was possible to check for any allegiance problems concerning the author of this thesis. The senior author (ME) checked transcripts from two different interviews one performed by the author of this thesis and one by the co-researcher, but did not detect any differences in how the conversations, in the two interviews, developed between the interviewer and the informant.

In order to further reflect the researcher credibility and minimize the dependency, the author of this thesis, who led the course with the occupational therapists, refrained from participating in the focus groups. The interviews were performed by two moderators with no experience with the TTM, but each with a long experience as group leaders. The moderators researchers were convinced that all the informant therapists were engaged and participated, however, in one of the groups the informant therapists shared many of the reflections, while in the other group they had more polarized opinions. However, these variations and contrasts were positive in order to reach a deeper knowledge. The moderators told the informant therapists about the importance of being honest and to tell of positive as well as bad experiences, and explained that such information is important when developing a new intervention.

In addition, the researcher credibility should be reflected regarding the analysis process (Polit et al., 2001). According to Burnard (1996), there is no need for complete agreement between the experts during the analysis process, but the discussion should lead to consensus. In Studies I, III and IV, the researchers continued to discuss the findings of the interviews until consensus was reached. This may be seen as a way of strengthening both the credibility and dependability. Furthermore, the researchers’ pre-understanding may influence the interpretation of statements (El-
In this thesis, the researchers had various types of pre-understanding when making their analyses, as described in the methods section. The informants were known to some of the researchers, from the interviews performed (Studies I, III and IV), which resulted in one type of understanding when reading the transcripts, while some researchers had no preconceptions based on personal knowledge of the informants. Although the research team represented several perspectives when starting the analysis process, consensus could be reached.

The dependability of the data may be related to how stable and consistent the data is, regardless of, for example, the temporal or geographical context (Polit et al., 2001). To strengthen the dependability (Studies I, III and IV) the transcripts were read through and compared several times by the author of this thesis, and an experienced occupational therapist (Study I) and co-researchers (Studies III and IV), respectively and they constructed independent preliminary analyses of the interviews before the process of reaching consensus started. The whole procedure in each of Studies I, III and IV was then checked by an experienced researcher. In Study I the dependability was further strengthened by interviewing the client at the follow-up regarding her perceptions from the TTM intervention and its impact in her daily life. The focus groups (Study IV) met twice, and the fact that the second round of discussion did not lead to any new or deviant content strengthens the dependability of the study. Further, the dependability in Study IV was strengthened by the use of the same moderators from the research group in both focus groups. Another way of ensuring dependability was to give an audit trail concerning how the data analyses were performed (Studies III and IV).

The transferability of the findings from this thesis must be seen as low. The TTM was exemplified by a clinical case (Study I) and Lukoff et al. (1998) meant that the case study methodology is suitable when exploring and describing phenomena that are organized in coherence. However, this case should be used as an illustration of how a TTM intervention may be implemented and cannot be transferred to other clients or settings. Further, the clients of Study III did not represent the desired variation, and most of them were women. Further, the sampling procedure was built on Study II and was not quite transparent. However, it is important to bear mind that, the intention when using qualitative methods is not that the findings should be transferred. Rather, according to Polit et al. (2001) it is the reader’s decision whether findings of a qualitative study can be transferred to another context or not.

The quantitative study (Study II)
In a quantitative study the validity in terms of internal and external validity should be estimated. The internal validity deals with the possibility of arriving at well-founded conclusions regarding the variables studied. The external validity deals with the extent to which the results can be generalised to other people and contexts (Kazdin, 2003; Polit et al., 2001). Study II was a quasi-experimental study, combining a correlational and pre-test – post-test design, which is useful for clinical studies and for testing less well-tried intervention methods that may be applicable in practice (Kazdin, 2003).

The occupational therapists were informed, during their training, about the criteria for inclusion and they were the ones who recruited the clients. However, there might have been some unknown selection bias as the researchers did not know which clients the occupational therapists chose to ask or not to ask to participate. In order to ensure that the conditions were the same for all clients all data were collected by the author of this thesis. When assessing new interventions in clinical settings it is of importance to use val-
The Tree Theme Method

The instruments used in Study II were chosen with the aim of measuring changes in the therapeutic relationship in relation to different aspects of daily occupation and health-related factors, as well as to client satisfaction. Most instruments have been tested in their Swedish versions and have shown satisfactory to good psychometric properties. It might have been a weakness that, especially, the HAq had not been validated in its Swedish version, but it was used as it is a frequently used questionnaire in various studies.

If the focus of the study would have been on the effects of the TTM, the fact that there was no control group would have been a weakness. However, the purpose of Study II was not to measure the effects of an intervention, but to examine process aspects, like the therapeutic alliance and client satisfaction in relation to changes in everyday occupations and different aspects of health-related factors. Therefore, the pre-test – post-test design used ought to be appropriate. According to Vedung (1998), a pre-test – post-test study in combination with correlational analyses is a suitable way of checking the utility of, for example, an intervention.

In studies aiming at detecting changes between two measurement points, power calculations have to be performed (Kazdin, 2003). In order to obtain a sample size that would reduce the risk of Type-II errors, 35 subjects were required to reveal an effect size of 0.5 on the chosen outcome variables with 80% power at p< 0.05. Although one client was excluded from Study II because of cognitive difficulties, the required number of 35 client participants still remained.

There were no missing data in the questionnaires, and after the data had been entered into a data base the accurateness of this procedure was ascertained by an independent assistant. The variables were on nominal and ordinal levels, thus only non-parametric methods were applied for the statistical analysis. In the multiple logistic regression analysis with client satisfaction as the dependent variable, the confidence intervals were wide. Although significant odds ratios were obtained, the wide confidence intervals, besides a fairly small sample size, indicate a lack of precision in the estimates. Hence, there is a need for studies based on a larger number of clients, possibly complemented with additional instruments, such as an assessment of social interaction in further evaluation of the TTM. Moreover, since the main focus was on process aspects, in terms of how the changes were related to the therapeutic relationship and client satisfaction, and no control group was used, it is not possible to determine whether the changes found were due to the TTM or other factors.

The participating clients were consecutively recruited to the study by their occupational therapist, and there was no possibility for the researchers to exert control over the recruiting. In order to strengthen the external validity, the occupational therapists were trained to use the TTM intervention and were informed about the criteria for inclusion. There was a fairly broad distribution regarding age, diagnosis and main occupations among the clients. However, despite the fact that the included participants seemed to be typical of clients visiting general psychiatric outpatient units in Sweden, the sample size was too small and gender skewed for the findings to be generalised to other settings. According to Blennow (2004), some mental and behavioural disorders are more common among women, such as affective disorders, anxiety/obsessive disorders, and eating disorders, and 31 of the clients had these diagnoses. Still, the gender distribution was more skew than expected, indicating that the findings cannot be generalised to men.
Conclusions and implications

This thesis followed a logical continuum; a case study of the TTM demonstrated the usefulness of the method in understanding a client’s problems and in developing new strategies for coping with everyday life. A subsequent study examined changes on a group level. The findings indicated consistently positive significant changes regarding health-related variables and occupational performance. High ratings of the therapeutic relationship were found to be related to the changes observed, and the clients’ satisfaction with the TTM was found to be high. A third study explored the clients’ perceptions of taking part in a TTM intervention. In general, the clients felt that it helped them to perceive their lives as coherent, and that they became more able to cope with daily life. Furthermore, the intervention and its meaning to the client was closely related to the development of the relationship between client and therapist. Finally, the occupational therapists’ experiences of using the TTM were examined in terms of how they perceived the method per se and their relationship with the client. In general, the TTM was experienced as being a structured method for starting a process and initiating a therapist-client relationship. In order for a client to benefit from the TTM, it was found to be important to balance the therapeutic frames with flexibility. The most important conclusions from this thesis are as follows:

- The various tree themes appeared to function as a tool for self-exploration, self-discovery and self-help, enhanced by the expression of emotions and thoughts concerning everyday life and relations to others.
- The various tree themes worked as a starting point for encouraging the client’s verbal occupational storytelling and occupational story making.
- The TTM intervention was perceived by the clients and their therapists as helpful when telling and making their life story and in seeing life coherently.
- The concepts of doing, being, belonging and becoming were applicable in the TTM intervention.
- In their interaction with the occupational therapist, the clients could identify turning points and possible changes in their everyday life.
- The way the occupational therapists perceived the therapeutic relationship seemed to be important for the clients’ improvement.
- The therapeutic attitude, self-knowledge and expert-knowledge seemed to be important prerequisites for the therapists when using the TTM intervention.

Implications for clinical practise and further development of the TTM

This thesis has provided knowledge about the TTM as a method for psychosocial occupational therapy and shed light on how it may be used in general outpatient psychiatric care. The findings also gave indications regarding possible further development of the TTM:

- The TTM may be used flexibly and the occupational therapist should consider when there is need for following the different techniques strictly or when it is suitable to adjust them according to the individual client’s needs.
The Tree Theme Method

• Rotating the tree picture to accomplish different perspectives is a usable technique for encouraging a client to identify turning points in life and make use of them.

• The occupational therapists that used the TTM needed to have expert knowledge regarding the TTM, including training and supervision, but also self-knowledge. Thus, the most suitable therapists are those who after their basic training as an occupational therapist both have experience from going through therapy themselves and are trained to use the TTM.

• When developing a therapeutic relationship, the occupational therapist needs to be client-centred and to collaborate with the client. The therapist should be an active listener in order to gain an understanding of the client and their storytelling. Further, the therapist should bring the relationship to an end in a cautious manner.

• A possible adjustment of the TTM would be to identify vital life themes, which emerged in the results of Study I as being important. Life themes might be useful to sum up and organise the therapeutic process as part of the occupational story making, and this could be included as a supplement to the TTM guidelines.

Implications for research

So far, the TTM appears to be a promising intervention, as investigated in the context of clients in general outpatient psychiatric care. However, in order to further evaluate the various processes of the TTM, there is need for research that addresses what happens in a long-term perspective. Future research should also address whether the TTM frames and techniques need to be adjusted. Possible variations in frames and techniques, such as the number of sessions and variations in themes should be studied in order to identify what are the crucial building blocks of the TTM. Furthermore, the effects of the intervention ought to be studied. A suitable research design would be that one group, receiving intervention, takes parts in the TTM and a second one, a control group, is offered verbal short-time therapy or occupational therapy according to normal practice.

Moreover, in this thesis the TTM was aimed to be used for clients with mental illness visiting general outpatient psychiatric care, but it should also be studied with other target groups in mind. It is possible that clients with more severe mental illnesses, as well as clients with other types of persistent illnesses, for example chronic pain, might also benefit from the TTM intervention. Thus, much work remains to be done in order to evaluate the usefulness and effects of the TTM and to develop the intervention further.
Svensk sammanfattning
(Swedish summary)

Att utveckla och utvärdera behandlingsmetoder inom psykiatrisk vård är en angelägen uppgift. Författaren av denna avhandling har som kliniskt verksam arbetsterapeut påbörjat arbetet med att utveckla en metod för bedömning och behandling. Metoden benämns Trädtemat, på engelska the Tree Theme Method (TTM). Målet för arbetsterapeutisk behandling är att öka patientens förmåga att ta hand om sin egen person samt att klara vardagliga aktiviteter och relationer till andra. Forskning avseende utvärderingar (processsåväl som utfallsaspekter) av behandlingsformer inom psykiatrisk arbetsterapi har tyvärr utförts i mycket begränsad utsträckning, men är ett angeläget forskningsområde.


Det övergripande syftet med avhandlingen var att beskriva och utvärdera TTM som metod för intervention. Det första delarbetet var en fallstudie, som sträckte sig över en behandlingsperiod och inkluderade en uppföljning tre år senare. Studien beskrev TTM som metod och utgjorde ett exempel på en patients behandlingsprocess och upplevda resultat. Patienten var en 30-årig kvinna med ångest- och depressionsproblematik. Studien beskrev hur de olika teman som uppkom i TTM kunde relateras till för patienten vitala livsteman, och
hur olika hemuppgifter kunde stärka patientens utveckling mot en mer stabil mental hälsa. I denna studie utgjorde författaren själv den behandlande arbetsterapeuten, och detta metodproblem diskuterades i studien.


Delarbete III var en kvalitativ studie, där 20 (2 män och 18 kvinnor) av de patienter som deltog i TTM i delarbete II intervjuades om sina erfarenheter av att ha genomgått TTM och hur de uppfattade relationen till arbetsterapeuten. Intervjuerna genomfördes av författaren samt ytterligare en forskare/arbetsterapeut. Överlag hade patienterna en positiv uppfattning om TTM som de upplevde som utvecklande och stödjande. Med hjälp av en kvalitativ innehållsanalys framkom sex huvudkategorier:

1) "Från en känslo av prestationskrav till att bli fokuserad och uttrycksfull",
2) "Att ge uttryck för den egna livssituationen väckte minnen och känslor",
3) "Nya perspektiv på självbild, vardagsliv och relationer till andra",
4) "Story-making ledde till rekonstruktion av ens livshistoria",
5) "Interaktionen var viktig vid skapandet av livshistorien" och
6) "Arbetsterapeutens attityd var betydelsefull för hur den terapeutiska relationen utvecklades".

Det fjärde delarbetet utgjorde en fokusgruppsstudie där de nio arbetsterapeuter som genomförde interventionen i delarbete II deltog. Samtliga arbetsterapeuter var kvinnor. Medelåldern var 53 år och de hade i genomsnitt arbetat som arbetsterapeuter under 22 år. De bildade två grupper, som vardera träffades två tillfällen, tillsammans med två moderatorer. Den ena moderatorn var forskare och psykolog och den andra var arbetsterapeut och projektassistent. Fokus för dessa intervjuer/diskussioner var arbetsterapeuternas erfarenheter av att ha använt sig av TTM. Efter en kvalitativ innehållsanalys av de verbatim utskrivna fokusgruppsdiskussionerna framkom fem huvudkategorier:

1) "Att balansera de terapeutiska ramarna",
2) "Krav på arbetsterapeutens erfarenhet och expertkunskap",
3) "Krav på klientens motivation och färdigheter",

4) "Avslutande

4) ”Utvecklandet av en terapeutisk relation” samt
5) ”En dynamisk process med flera dimensioner”.

Resultaten från delarbetena ger följande implikationer:

- TTM upplevdes som en strukturerad intervention, men ramarna kan användas flexibelt och därför behöver arbetsterapeut- ten vara uppmärksam på när han/hon ska följa de olika teknikerna, och när han/hon kan anpassa dem efter patientens individuella behov.

- Att vända på bilderna och reflektera över dem från fyra olika vinklar, var en användbar teknik för att identifiera vändpunkter och bli uppmärksam på olika perspektiv och strategier.

- Att identifiera olika livsteman under TTM-sessionerna är ett sätt att förändra och förbättra checklistan. Livsteman skulle kunna vara användbara för att summera och få struktur i patientens icke-verbala och ver- bala livsberättelse, som en del av att skapa sin framtidshistoria.

- Resultaten visade att arbetsterapeuterna som använde TTM utvecklade färdigheter mot en expertkunskap, och för att arbeta mot det målet behöver de utbildning, handledning och självkänndom.

Denna avhandling utgör en beskrivning och utvärdering avseende TTM, men ytterligare studier är nödvändiga för att undersöka dess betydelse i ett längre tidsperspektiv. Dessutom behöver betydelsen av de ramar och tekniker som utgör TTM, undersökas i syfte att förbättra interventionen. Även effekter av TTM-interventionen behöver studeras. Ett förslag är att utföra en forskningsdesign med en interventionsgrupp som deltar i TTM och en kontrollgrupp som erbjuds samtals- eller traditionell arbetsterapi. Vid fem tillfällen. I denna avhandling har TTM riktats till patienter inom allmänpsykiatrisk öppenvård, men bör studeras också i andra grupper. Det är tänkbart att till exempel patienter med en långvarig psykisk sjukdom eller personer med smärtproblematik skulle ha nytta av interventionen, vilket fortsatt forskning får utröna.
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Abstract
This study aimed to describe the Tree Theme Method (TTM) as a method for intervention in psychosocial occupational therapy. The TTM is based on theories concerning creative activities and occupational storytelling and story making. In order to exemplify the method a case study of a treatment process with follow up was undertaken. The participant was a female client suffering from anxiety and depression. During an interview the client painted symbolic trees on five different occasions with specific variations of the tree theme: a tree symbolizing her present life, her childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and, finally, a tree representing her future. The trees were used as starting points for the client to tell her life story. The intention was that she would find new strategies for how to change her daily life. Three years later there was a follow up stage where the client painted new trees and told her story. Some life themes were identified. The TTM appears suitable for intervention in psychosocial occupational therapy. In future studies the TTM should be subjected to evaluation research based on several clients in order to develop a deeper understanding of the process and what kind of results changes in the TTM intervention may provide.

Key words: Creative activities, intervention, mental health

Introduction
Creative activities, for example painting or sculpture, are often used in psychosocial occupational therapy. The purpose is to stimulate communication by encouraging clients to express experiences, feelings, and thoughts in order to enhance self understanding and develop better relations towards others (1–4). Clients’ everyday life experiences as reflected in interventions based on creative activities can be used to change their life situation and restore their competence as active and independent persons (5–7).

In creative activities the concepts of doing, being, and becoming are of interest. A balance between these concepts makes a person an individual with an identity of her or his own (8). When a client participates in creative activities, such as painting a picture (doing) and reflecting on it afterwards (being), the verbal conversation between the client and the occupational therapist can promote a development of the client’s self image (becoming) and of how she or he relates to the environment. In essence, the process with creative activities (doing and being) is helpful for supporting a person in becoming one who is able to compose his or her own life.

One way of reflecting on how people compose their lives is by creating narratives, as life stories render important knowledge about how we form our lives (9–11). A life story intervention is not only telling a story about the past, it is also a way to understand one’s actions and how to act. By telling your story and experiences, you define not only yourself and tell others who you are, but also who you want to be, as well as your experiences of your environment. It is a way of making life experiences meaningful (9). A life story can be presented in the form of facts, in metaphors, or as expressive creativity (9,12).

When employing occupational therapy a narrative approach may result in occupational life stories,
which is when a person talks about his or her life and occupations. Life stories are useful for occupational therapists because this narrative form of information brings out knowledge about occupations performed, the meaning attached to occupations, and any interactions with others, in a life course perspective (13).

Occupational life stories may include storytelling and story making. As a structure for the professional conversation of occupational therapists, Clark's Grounded Theory on the Techniques of Occupational Storytelling and Occupational Story Making is useful. This technique concerns three main areas, which develop through interplay. At the beginning the focus is on finding a Communal Horizon of Understanding, based on collaboration and empathy, including small talk, listening actively, and reflecting. Gradually the other areas come into focus. Stimulating Occupational Storytelling means encouraging the client to tell her or his story about her/his past and present life situation. The therapist supports the client in putting the story into context by making a reflective analysis and synthesis of daily occupations in relation to time as well as value. The third part is Story Making, where the occupational therapist uses special techniques to support the client in forming possibilities for the future. Such techniques lead to occupational coaching, evoking insight into limitations and possible solutions, broadening views of activities in everyday life, reconstructing one's self image reconstruction, and recovering one's cultural position (14,15). This present study is based on the idea that creative activities like painting a tree may be used for occupational storytelling and story making.

The Tree Theme

A theme used in creative activities is to paint a tree symbolizing oneself. The tree is an old symbol that humans have used in different cultures to symbolize themselves and their present life situation. Trees have a long length of life, which tie time and the different generations together (16,17). The tree demonstrates variations in life through its seasonal cycle. The life of a human from birth to death can be symbolized as the development from a seed to a tree, which first becomes fully grown then later withers and dies. A tree symbolizes many things. For example it can symbolize development, like the physical growth or the mental process of maturity (17,18). Most people have seen a tree and almost everyone believes he or she can draw one. According to Kellogg one of the first motifs a child draws is a tree (19). The tree theme has been applied as an assessment as well as a method for treatment in different clinical contexts (18,20–24).

The tree is a common symbol in art therapy and also for occupational therapists using creative activities. In Gunnarsson (25) the purpose of the Tree Theme is to stimulate storytelling from an occupational perspective. The Tree Theme Method (TTM) is a method whereby the tree theme is combined with a creative activity, painting, and a narrative approach comprising occupational storytelling and story making (14,15). The painting and storytelling correspond to the concepts doing and being, as described by Wilcock (8). The TTM provides prerequisites for a process of change (becoming), which has a focus on individual resources and difficulties in the physical, mental, sociocultural, and spiritual aspects of life (26).

At present the TTM is implemented in occupational therapy within mental health care in different clinics in Sweden. So far it has not been evaluated or studied scientifically. There is a need to develop intervention methods that are holistic and client centred and the TTM, with its focus on occupational storytelling and story making, should fulfil these requirements. Therefore, the main aim of this study was to describe the TTM as a method for intervention in psychosocial occupational therapy, in the shape of a case study of a treatment process with follow up. Specific aims were:

- to describe how the intervention may be implemented, as illustrated by the case;
- to examine how the client perceived the intervention process, including a long term view;
- to sum up the life story resulting from the occupational storytelling and story making into life themes.

Material and method

In order to exemplify the TTM, a case study method (27) was applied. Case studies are appropriate when one wishes to make an analysis of a specific phenomenon, generating theoretical arguments. It is applicable to studies in a holistic perspective, seeking understanding of complex processes (28). Case studies are also useful in exploring communication patterns between the client and the therapist (29) and applicable to researching alternative therapies with the purpose of generating findings in this field (30).

The Participant

This was a longitudinal study comprising one of the first cases where the TTM was used. The participant was chosen among clients whom the first author met through her ordinary work as an occupational...
therapist in a psychiatric outpatient clinic. Two criteria had to be fulfilled. The person should be newly accepted at the clinic and able to reflect on his or her life course. The outpatient who was asked and accepted to participate was a woman seeking help for anxiety and depression, and who was given a diagnosis of panic disorder, without agoraphobia with secondary depression, according to DSM IV (31). The study was approved by a research ethics committee.

The client, here called Maria, was about 30 at the time of the first data collection. She was married and had three children. Maria lived in a village and worked as a blue collar worker. She described her life as being quite ordinary. Her mother in law had died of cancer three years earlier, which had made Maria anxious that something would happen to her children or herself. After a lengthy infection Maria reacted with strong heart palpitations. She thought she was going to die and went immediately to the hospital where she was examined, but the doctors found nothing wrong. After this incident, Maria's mood changed and she lost her sense of meaning. Normally she was a very active person; now she had become passive. She often cried, was anxious, and could not sleep. She was afraid to be alone. At this point she contacted the psychiatric outpatient clinic and was offered sleeping pills, antidepressants, and focused therapy with the TTM amounting to five sessions.

**The TTM**

The TTM was used as an occupational therapy intervention based on the theories from occupational therapy, life storytelling, and creative activities (including the symbolism of a tree) presented in the introduction.

The method implied that the client was requested to paint trees with certain specific variations for each one. During the first of the five sessions Maria painted a tree symbolizing her present life situation. In the second session she painted a tree representing her childhood. In the third session she painted a teenage tree, in the fourth an adult tree, and in the last session one representing a future tree. The occupational therapist introduced the theme, painting a tree, during a modified progressive relaxation exercise according to Jacobson (32,33), which means alternating between contracting and relaxing various muscle groups, one at a time, starting with the lower extremities and progressing through the whole body. The client was given the question: How can a tree with roots, trunk, and crown symbolize your personality, activities, interests, and relations to others? The focus was on the client's resources as well as on her limitations.

The materials used were sheets of paper, 40 × 48 cm, watercolours, and oil crayons. Maria was requested to paint in silence, to enhance the possibility for her to get in touch with her thoughts, feelings, and needs. The occupational therapist, i.e. the first author, remained in the room, silent. When the painting was finished it was hung on the wall.

The storytelling (15) then began with the tree as a starting point. By looking at the picture from a distance both mentally as well as physically, Maria was free to talk about the Tree as a tree or to talk about the Tree as herself. The occupational therapist helped with questions and associations in order to stimulate Maria's storytelling as she interpreted and talked about what her picture represented. The purpose of the TTM was to start a process of inner communication, reflection, and also of interaction between the client and the occupational therapist. Maria's current and earlier resources and limitations were identified and discussed. In order to start the process of story making the occupational therapist stimulated her and offered different strategies for her to continue with in her daily life.

The TTM was used as a tool for Maria's storytelling and story making. The structure for the professional conversation was Grounded Theory on the Techniques of Occupational Storytelling and Occupational Story Making, where the whole life course is included (14,15). As support for the occupational therapist, in facilitating the verbal conversation after the painting session, guidelines for the interview (34) inspired by Hark (23) and Koch (24) were used. They focused on different aspects of the roots of a tree (are there any roots, what do they look like, and how do they grow?), the trunk (is it straight or bent, thin or thick, knotty or crooked?), the crown (in what direction do the branches grow, has the crown thin or thick branches, buds, leaves, or fruit?) and the tree as a whole (for example colours, movement, rigidity, proportions, and vitality). It also focused on the environment of the tree (intimacy and distance, are there other trees close by, how is the local environment shaped?). The guidelines for the interview served as a means for putting questions that would stimulate Maria's storytelling and were not used for interpreting the picture. During the last session, in order to emphasize the process of story making, a review of the former tree pictures was carried out. This concentrated on similarities and differences between the pictures, the positive and negative aspects that emerged from the pictures and the storytelling, recognized repetitions in the pictures, and identified, acknowledged, and neglected resources and limitations. An
important aspect in this review was to focus on possible changes for the future. The data collected were of two kinds, the trees painted by Maria and her life story narration, which together formed occupational storytelling and story making (14,15). This implies an effort to create an atmosphere of collaboration between the client and the occupational therapist in order to stimulate the client to tell her story freely. The occupational therapist must take an active listening attitude towards the story in order to get as full an understanding as possible of all its meaning and aspects.

Procedure

Data were collected longitudinally over two periods, an intervention period and a follow up stage three years later.

The first period of data collection consisted of five sessions based on the TTM. Starting from every tree, the client’s life story was built up with a focus on occupation. In order to facilitate the conversation the occupational therapist used the guidelines for the interview. Storytelling and reflections on the present situation (doing and being) were used. In the final session, there was active reflection on the trees painted earlier as a starting point for a dialogue between the client and the occupational therapist. After reflecting, Maria painted her “future” tree, where the focus was on story making and finding more adaptive strategies for the future (becoming).

In between the first period of data collection and follow up three years later, there was some clinical contact between the occupational therapist and the client, documented in the clinical record, which constituted another data source for the study. The follow up sessions three years later consisted of one interview and two TTM sessions. The interview was thematic and was about Maria’s experiences from the process three years earlier and whether the TTM had influenced her approach to everyday life in the long term. Interview themes used were, “Maria’s life situation before the first TTM sessions”, “What about painting and storytelling”, “Memories from each of the trees and the life story starting from these trees”, “The TTM as a beginning for further reflections” and “The life situation after going through the sessions”. The data collection then continued with two tree theme sessions, carried out according to the TTM, the first theme being the present life situation and the second a perspective on her future. Afterwards Maria was stimulated to compare the former “future” tree with the new one. The last session concluded with a short interview regarding Maria’s reflections on participating in the TTM in this second series of sessions. The communication between the occupational therapist and Maria was tape recorded. Immediately after each session the occupational therapist made her own notes on her spontaneous impressions and reflections. Each recording was transcribed in total before the next session, which in Merriam’s (27) and Kvale’s (35) opinion becomes part of an interpreting process and analysis.

Data analysis

The data analysis included two parts, in order to address the specific aims. First, the aims to describe how the intervention may be implemented and the examination of how the client perceived the intervention process were addressed by means of a case record (27). The second part of the analysis, corresponding to the third specific aim, proceeded from this case record and implied identifying themes in the participant’s life story, in order to distinguish the strategies she used to find meaning in life (27).

The case record was composed by summarizing the biographical data, including the periods of therapy, along a timeline. Then the analysis of important life themes was in turn performed in several steps. The audiotapes were first listened to all the way through and then transcribed by the first author. In the second step the data were condensed by the first author and an experienced occupational therapist made a peer review of the process of analysis from the raw data. The third step was to use a holistic approach to find important life themes. This meant going back to the raw data to examine how the themes corresponded to the original statements. Further, by reading the data as a whole several times the first author and the peer researcher. Last, the second and third authors read and commented on the statements, and they could confirm the trustworthiness of the procedure. The analysis focused on the process of the client and her important life themes, before, during, and after the intervention and at follow up. Life themes may be seen as patterns influencing one’s feelings, thoughts, and actions during one’s everyday life. They are not meant to be an exact copy of the historic truth. Rather, the storyteller gives his or her view of life and that story is subjective. The approach is more focused on the experiences of the storyteller than on external validity (9). Furthermore, a life storytelling should be treated as a coherent whole (12). These were leading principles for the analysis of this study.

The data analysis included two parts, in order to address the specific aims. First, the aims to describe how the intervention may be implemented and the examination of how the client perceived the intervention process were addressed by means of a case record (27). The second part of the analysis, corresponding to the third specific aim, proceeded from this case record and implied identifying themes in the participant’s life story, in order to distinguish the strategies she used to find meaning in life (27).

The case record was composed by summarizing the biographical data, including the periods of therapy, along a timeline. Then the analysis of important life themes was in turn performed in several steps. The audiotapes were first listened to all the way through and then transcribed by the first author. In the second step the data were condensed by the first author and an experienced occupational therapist made a peer review of the process of analysis from the raw data. The third step was to use a holistic approach to find important life themes. This meant going back to the raw data to examine how the themes corresponded to the original statements. Further, by reading the data as a whole several times the first author and the peer researcher. Last, the second and third authors read and commented on the statements, and they could confirm the trustworthiness of the procedure. The analysis focused on the process of the client and her important life themes, before, during, and after the intervention and at follow up. Life themes may be seen as patterns influencing one’s feelings, thoughts, and actions during one’s everyday life. They are not meant to be an exact copy of the historic truth. Rather, the storyteller gives his or her view of life and that story is subjective. The approach is more focused on the experiences of the storyteller than on external validity (9). Furthermore, a life storytelling should be treated as a coherent whole (12). These were leading principles for the analysis of this study.
Results

Period of Intervention

In the first session Maria painted a tree (Figure 1), where the roots, trunk, and crown symbolized her life at that moment. It was a birch, but was coloured brown. The branches were hanging low and had only a few leaves in brown and yellow. Maria said that as she felt sad she painted a withered tree. She had painted the roots so that they were visible above the ground, because she did not feel strong and stable. She could not take care of her family or manage the household or job any longer. The only thing she felt capable of doing was making her own breakfast. She felt gloomy and had no hope of there being any change. The only positive thing she could think of was a walk she had taken the day before and she was therefore encouraged by the occupational therapist to go on taking walks.

One week later, when she came for her next session, Maria said that she had been crying a lot and that during the previous days she had felt empty inside. This time she painted a tree that symbolized her childhood. She painted a birch with a white trunk and green leaves because her childhood had been a pleasant time. She had felt secure within her family and up to her teenage years she described herself as a playful child. Her main problem was that she was shy. She had always been afraid to engage in new activities and make new friends. Maria also talked about her present life. Since the last session she had managed to go shopping, which she had enjoyed. Because of her previous experiences of being shy she had now engaged herself more in her own children, supporting them in trying new activities and meeting new friends.

Figure 1. The tree, symbolizing Maria’s life at the present moment.

When Maria came for her third session one week later, she said that she felt better, although she had not slept well. She had tried to participate in family life again. This time the theme focused on her teenage years. She painted a birch, but the roots, the trunk, and the branches were brown. There were a few leaves in green and yellow. She could recognize the same gloominess in this teenage tree as in her first tree painting. She had met her husband at the age of 14. When with him she was not shy, but when they met their friends she was often quiet. When the others got drunk, she felt gloomy, just like now. At that time she did not see herself as being capable of going to college so she began working in the same industry as the rest of her family. Now, at the time of the third tree session, Maria regretted her choice of work. Her fear of new things happening had increased. She had also become more and more afraid that something such as an accident would happen to her or her family. During the past weeks she had tried to think differently by having more positive thoughts.

Two weeks later, at the fourth session, Maria was feeling much stronger and more alert. She was not anxious any more and was sleeping better. Maria said she was more active at home again and that she had more confidence in herself. The occupational therapist encouraged her to go on doing things in her everyday life, such as pottering about doing household chores. She was busy with the household, and she said that the rest of the family had noticed that she was happy again. She had planned to go back to work half time. During this session she painted a tree symbolizing the period in her life as an adult. Maria painted a white birch with roots and a stable trunk. The crown had leaves in varied green colours. Some branches were thin and others were thicker. Maria reflected on this and remembered that when her mother in law got cancer she had been forced to support the rest of the family. At the same time she was pregnant and needed more support than she actually received. She started more often thinking “the worst will happen” and became afraid and anxious. At this session the occupational therapist offered her a strategy “instead of thinking that the worst will happen”. She should try to think according to an occupational approach such as “STOP” (Stop, Think, Orientate, and Plan), and use that strategy as a tool for finding new ways of acting.

After a week, at the last appointment, Maria painted a tree symbolizing the future (Figure 2). Before Maria painted this tree, she and the occupational therapist looked back at the previously painted trees. By focusing on her resources as well as on her limitations, Maria, in collaboration with her occupational therapist, had the possibility to reflect on her
situation with a view to finding more adaptive strategies for the future. She painted a strong birch with leaves of green and yellow. There were also some knots on the trunk, which symbolized that she had managed to come through this bad experience of anxiety and depression. Now she felt she would manage if “the worst happened”; for example a mental or a somatic disease. She expected that both good and bad events in life would happen in the future. Maria was now active as a member of her family and back at work. She felt more ready to make decisions for herself and her family. She decided to work part time until the children have grown up. Maria and her husband had started to allow the children to do more things on their own, like cycling to their friends or making their own snacks. Maria took walks almost every day, a habit that she wanted to continue. Often when she and her husband walked together they talked about practical things, as well as emotions. Maria now had more confidence in herself than at the start of the therapy and it was easier for her to talk about herself and others. However, she was still a bit shy but was willing to make an effort in order to change this behaviour. Maria’s story indicated that she had managed to become an actor in her own life.

Follow up Three Years Later
Recapitulation of the intervention. Three years after the intervention period Maria and her occupational therapist met again for the purpose of this case study. The follow up started with an interview where Maria talked about her experiences and memories from the TTM three years earlier. Maria found it very helpful to paint trees and to tell her life story. She reminded herself of an ordinary day three years ago, before the therapy started. It was a busy day. She had to take care of her family, her job, and then do the household work. “Everything was just rushing ahead” and there was no time for rest, which Maria saw as one of the causes of her illness. She remembered her earlier anxiety and difficulty in sleeping. She felt afraid, lonely, and alienated from her daily family life. “I had only negative thoughts in my head”.

Maria remembered the first meeting with the occupational therapist. At first she thought it was strange to paint trees but she needed help, which she got. She remembered the first tree as being withered. She painted it with short roots because it “could easily fall, at that time”. Maria imagined the next trees as being healthier; it seemed that she remembered these trees as forming a whole. Maria thought it was good to use the method of tree painting and storytelling. By drawing a tree with its roots and
leaves in different seasons you can express your feelings and thoughts, Maria said. “The medicine and the conversations with the occupational therapist were good, but it is ‘in painting’ that one could express oneself and how one felt.” Her daily life changed between all the sessions, and she got more active and involved. She became more positive and could enjoy life. She experienced herself three years earlier as being more dependent, shy, and always expecting “the worst” to happen. This had changed in a more positive direction nowadays. The decisions she had made while she painted and talked about her “future” tree were still being acted upon. She had stopped taking sleeping pills, went for walks, had more time with her husband, and went on working part time. She would never forget how bad she had felt but said that it had also given her the experience of working on difficulties.

The TTM at Follow up. Besides the interview there were two new Tree Theme sessions. At the first session Maria again painted a tree symbolizing her current life situation. It was a brown oak with long roots that could partly be seen above the earth. The trunk was stable and there were several branches with leaves in varied green colours. On some branches there were also some leaves in yellow and black, which reminded her that there are bad days at times but that she can handle them nowadays. The roots showed that the tree was stable. Maria meant she now felt stronger and had people close to her who knew what mental illness is about. One of her new strengths was that she no longer thought “the worst will happen”. In the mornings she had to hurry, because she was sleepy and would always get up late, but at work she was not agitated. She liked her job, even if it was a bit monotonous. Her workmates were sympathetic and some of them had similar experiences of not feeling well. Nowadays she had the courage to tell her boss when something went wrong, which she did not do three years before; the same was true for parent–teacher meetings. In her spare time she had a lot of housework to do as well as caring for the children. She spent more time on this than her husband did. She also had some time of her own, which she used to listen to music.

At the next session Maria painted a tree symbolizing the future (Figure 3). It was a brown broad leaved tree, like an oak, with long and powerful roots. The trunk was stable with some knots and there were many branches with leaves of different colours. There were also two broken branches and some leaves in yellow and brown. In the crown there was a bird’s nest and on one stable branch hung a swing. Maria described her tree as stable and old and growing in rich earth. The broken branches reminded Maria that more bad days could come if she should live a long life. Such things as illness or death might fall on herself, her family, or her friends. But these things were now not “the worst”. “The worst thing” was if her anxiety and depression were to come back. Somehow, she had now learnt more about herself and she did not have to be afraid. In a far away future Maria hoped to have grandchildren. The swing in the painting was a symbol for that. But not yet – now she wanted to engage in different activities with her husband and children. She also stated that a bird’s nest and a tree belong together; that is life.

During this second session Maria made a comparison between the “future” tree of three years before and the “future” tree of today. She was surprised, because the former tree was weaker than she remembered. She thought it was a strong tree just as the new one was. In conclusion, Maria thought the intervention based on the TTM had been helpful to her and now served as a basis for her everyday life. Similarly, Maria found the follow up sessions fruitful and felt that they served as an opening for reflecting on both what she still had to change and what was working well in her current life.

Life Themes. Four important life themes formed Maria’s course through life. When telling her story of the period in her life from early childhood until adulthood using the TTM intervention Maria had been shy. This had led to difficulties in saying “no” and in her expressing her own opinions. She never dared to try new activities when she wanted to. Having gone through the first sessions, and even more so at the follow up sessions, she was more able
to state her own view and set limits to others. She managed to listen to others as well as to talk about her own experiences. She was able to listen to advice but in the end made her own decisions regarding her activities, at home, at work, or at her children's school.

Being close to the family was the second life theme. Maria felt safety in the company of her family and relatives but it also led to limitations for her in the form of her not testing her resources at school or at her job, or trying to find new interests. At the time of the follow up, Maria still saw her childhood family as well as her new family as the basis for her safety. But she had begun to reflect on other possibilities. In the future she might go for a new job or start studying. At the follow up, it was noted that Maria and her husband now engaged themselves in more activities outside their home, and Maria looked forward to taking part in them. She revealed that as the children grow older she and her husband will have more time to spend together and she also pointed to some interests that were "only for herself".

The third life theme is being afraid the worst thing will happen. Maria's experiences when her mother in law developed cancer produced negative thoughts that something unexpected would happen. She felt anxious each time that she or one of her children became ill. The fear that somebody would die or that she would not be in control of her life situation was always on her mind. At the end of the intervention period Maria had managed to go through a difficult period of anxiety and depression with positive results. To master her situation she learned to adopt the occupational strategy "STOP" (Stop, Think, Orientate, and Plan) and she had continued to use this strategy as a tool for finding new ways of acting. At the time of the follow up, Maria still maintained her self confidence and thought she could manage other difficulties; however, she accepted that there could be some more trying experiences in her future life.

The fourth theme was the feeling of being alienated. As a child she did not dare to play with other children as much as she wanted to, even though they did not shut her out. She mostly played with one of her younger relatives. As a teenager she felt depressed when spending her spare time with her husband to be and their friends. Other friends shared different interests in which she was not involved. When as a grown up she developed anxiety and depression she felt alienated from her family – they were healthy but she was not. She did not manage to keep up with the daily chores at home or at work as she had done earlier. At the end of the intervention period Maria regained her active role at home as well as at her workplace. At parent–teacher meetings she now felt that she was just like any of the other parents. At the follow up session she painted a tree showing power and life, which contained "all in life".

Discussion

This study showed the potential importance of the TTM as a therapeutic method for clients with mental disorders. People with a mental illness may have difficulties in expressing their problems and in verbalizing their feelings and thoughts. While not feeling well they may become more and more introvert. Wilcock (36) argues that humans have a fundamental need to be occupied and stimulated in order to survive. Being active, using their creative capacity can be advantages for their mental health. Creative activities are often used in implicit occupational therapy (37), with the purpose of stimulating communication and also to increase specific functions. Painting trees and telling one's story while participating in the TTM gives possibilities for the client to acquire new knowledge about him or herself and develop strategies for how to act in specific situations in life. The TTM is an application in clinical practice that looks at the client's life pattern in a holistic perspective which enables the client to look back at her/his progress through life, and which results in what Mattingly (38) has characterized as conditional clinical reasoning. Further, the TTM may be regarded as a client centred method for intervention (26).

In the present study the TTM as a method for telling one's story (9), by using Clark's Grounded Theory on the Techniques of Occupational Story-telling and Occupational Story Making (14,15) in combination with the tree paintings strengthened the identity of the client. By telling her life story, the inner motivation for changing her life seemed to increase the possibility to be an active person and engage in her everyday life. According to Wilcock (8) the process with the TTM (doing and being) was helpful for the client to become someone who is capable of composing her own life.

Maria's process

Atkinson (9) exemplifies photos and even other forms of memorabilia as being helpful when recalling important events and experiences of one's life. When looking at Maria's paintings at the end of the period of intervention, it was easy for her and the occupational therapist to recapitulate what they had talked about in the earlier sessions. The pictures of the trees became like building blocks of a timeline, reflecting not only special events but also "the whole life". At the interview three years later, Maria remembered
her former tree paintings, especially the first withered tree. The other trees she remembered as a whole: they were all birches. When recollecting her memories of the trees, she also remembered the storytelling and story making that she had spoken of. When Maria painted (doing), reflected (being) and told her story, her sense of identity appeared to get stronger and she came to look upon herself as a capable person.

According to Maria’s storytelling it seemed to be easy for her to associate her own life situation with different trees. For example, she could let deep roots symbolize a sense of stability, to be stable as a person. The crown symbolized Maria’s feelings as they were at that period in life to which the theme alluded; for example, the first painted crown was withered, just like she was when the intervention started. In the final follow-up session, Maria painted a healthy and strong oak as her “future” tree, and Maria imagined herself as being healthy and powerful in the future too.

According to Clark’s (15) Grounded Theory on the Techniques of Occupational Storytelling and Story Making, the result of the intervention depends on the therapeutic alliance between the client and the occupational therapist as well as on finding new strategies for the future. A good therapeutic alliance was reached between Maria and the occupational therapist by building a communal horizon of understanding as described by Clark et al. (15); this alliance emerged from the creative activity of painting trees and storytelling. An occupational approach was useful for Maria, for example when the occupational therapist suggested actions like taking walks and working part time, and also gave other types of support promoting a more active everyday life (doing) between the sessions. By learning how thoughts and reactions influenced emotions Maria achieved mastery over her life situation. At the follow-up, the decisions she had made three years earlier of how to change her approach to daily life were still guiding her.

Maria’s Life Themes
The sessions with painting, storytelling, and reflecting started a process ensuring that in between the sessions Maria would reflect on and try to change her everyday life. By implementing the TTM the turning points in her life story were identified. This is in line with Larson (39) who has identified important life themes as turning points in life. These shifts may bring costs as well as benefits and shape the present and the future of a client (39). By attending the TTM sessions Maria had a possibility to both identify these turning points and reflect on their influence on her present everyday life in negative as well as positive respects. Telling and making her story enabled Maria to see herself as having resources as well as limitations. This strengthened her view of herself as being a capable person, which was helpful for her actual recovery. Polkinghorne (12) suggests that shaping a narrative like storytelling can be helpful towards shifts throughout a person’s lifetime, like, for example, changing from being a passive to an active individual.

As Maria’s life story was enacted the way she dealt with her life themes changed. From being shy Maria had learned to handle emotions and share intimacy and friendships and she worked continuously on reconstructing her image. From the stage of “only being close to her family” she had reconstructed her self-image and found new occupational strategies, imagining having another job and developing new interests. By using occupational strategies Maria had achieved mastery over her situation and self-confidence so the fear that the worst thing will happen no longer took hold of her. She created a new image as an actor in her own life, finding a useful occupational strategy when she felt anxious. From being alienated, Maria became more involved. She had found her place in life. According to Clark et al. (15) Maria had “taken the survivor’s cultural place into account” (p. 390). These themes emerged in the data analysis of this study, and were not discussed in these terms during the intervention. In a clinical context life themes are often used to sum up and organize the therapeutic process but not as explicitly as in this case study.

The TTM
Maria had experienced positive changes in her life situation reflected in the storytelling but also visible in the tree pictures. From first having painted birches, at the time of the follow-up Maria now painted oaks. She meant thereby that she had become stronger and could now cope with her daily life and therefore the birches had been superseded by oaks. Thus, there was a correspondence between Maria’s verbal story and her “painted” story, suggesting a kind of method triangulation. This, in turn, validates the TTM as a method for gathering narrative data.

A creative activity used in psychosocial occupational therapy may apply to object relations theory (2), and also cognitive theory (40). In this present study the method applied to both because the TTM aims at enhancing self-understanding and developing better interpersonal relations as well as supporting the client to achieve mastery over his or her daily
life. However, the TTM is not restricted to object relations theory or cognitive theory, but may be used with other theories as well. The principal basis for the occupational therapist is the occupational perspective, while the psychological theory serves as related knowledge (41).

There are various guidelines for how to use drawings of trees in therapy. According to Batza Morris (16) the therapist interprets the drawings by recognizing for example the space usage of the sheets of paper, colour usage, the outline of leaves, and root-or-trunk emphasis. Batza Morris argues that used like this the tree theme serves as a diagnostic tool. Contrary to Batza Morris the present study illustrates how the use of guidelines may stimulate a client’s storytelling. The guidelines (34) served as a potential for putting adequate questions to the client during the sessions and no therapist interpretation of the pictures was made. This refraining from interpretation may be one of the major characteristics in how occupational therapists use projective methods as compared with psychotherapists.

In the present case study identifying life themes was a way of analysing data and presenting the results. Identifying life themes was not part of the TTM per se but could be included as a supplement to the guidelines previously developed. The occupational therapist may encourage the client to discover and sum up his or her life themes as part of the process of shaping their future everyday life.

Methodological issues and needs for future research

The TTM was exemplified by a case study. Lukoff et al. (30) argued that a case study is appropriate in research on alternative therapies with the purpose of developing increased knowledge in theory and methodology. Data collection for a case study may consist of interviews as well as artwork, where the reliability can be strengthened by detailed description of the procedure and the data collection (30), so that another researcher may repeat the study. According to Kvale (35) the reliability becomes stronger by using active dialogue between the interviewee/teller and the researcher/listener. By listening and making obscurities clear with the use of attentive and open questions by the researcher, the interviewee may reject or confirm the reflections of the researcher. These measures suggested by Lukoff et al. (30) and Kvale (35) were all taken in this study to ensure its trustworthiness.

In the present study the TTM was used as an intervention for assessment and treatment during the intervention period and as a method for data collection at the follow-up. It seems natural that a method developed for storytelling and story-making can be used for both purposes. Moreover, in this study the case was part of a clinical praxis where the first author was also the occupational therapist involved in the intervention. Normally, in clinical practice there is not time enough to tape a conversation, transcribe it, and reflect on it, as was done in the present study. This may have had a positive effect on the result of the intervention but also creates weakness in the research. Being concerned about the recovery of the client as an occupational therapist and simultaneously as a researcher, and further observing and documenting the TTM and the intervention process that evolved, inferred double roles for the first author. In further research into the TTM these two perspectives need to be separated. Further, the first author had a positive allegiance with the method. The allegiance, the loyalty of the therapist, or the attachment to the therapy method probably influences the outcome of the intervention (42). There is need for further evaluation studies involving several other occupational therapists and their clients in order to minimize any effects of allegiance.

Furthermore, the therapeutic alliance has been shown to correlate with the effectiveness of the treatment (43). Therefore, future research on the TTM ought to examine not only other occupational therapists’ and clients’ experiences of the method but also the therapeutic alliance between the client and the therapist.

There are a few previous long-term follow-up studies of psychosocial occupational therapy research (44–47). This present case study is another follow-up presenting an intervention that appears to have been useful for a client, Maria, in order for her to achieve mastery over her situation and self-confidence. There could be cases where the TTM with five sessions is not enough, e.g. when a client is very deeply depressed. Thus, a study based on the TTM might not have yielded relevant information about such a patient. Moreover, since the client tells her or his life story, the client can choose to deselect problems he or she does not want to talk about, or the occupational therapist does not know, and it is impossible to deal with that problem. Whether this was the case in the present study is impossible to verify, as in all studies based on self-report data, but nothing in the process of therapy and data collection indicated this. However, that the TTM is helpful can only be stated as a hypothesis in this study and needs, in line with Lukoff et al. (30), to be tested by the examination of several cases. Through multiple cases it would be possible to examine other explanations for the outcomes of the intervention and whether results can be generalized.
Conclusions

In conclusion, this study illustrated the TTM as a method for psychosocial occupational therapy. The intervention, painting trees and using these for occupational storytelling and story-making, was useful for identifying the life themes of a client, which in turn important for understanding her problems and for developing strategies for her to cope with daily life. Using previously developed guidelines (34) and Clark's Grounded Theory on the techniques of occupational storytelling and occupational story-making (15) helped the occupational therapist in assisting the client to tell her life story. This study has generated new research questions pertaining to the TTM, such as the outcomes of and experiences from TTM sessions among a larger number of clients, and the importance of the therapeutic alliance from both client and therapist perspectives.
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Paper II
The Tree Theme Method as an intervention in psychosocial occupational therapy: Client acceptability and outcomes
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Background/aim: The Tree Theme Method (TTM) is an intervention in which the client paints trees representing certain periods in his/her life. The intervention comprises five sessions, using trees as a starting point to tell one’s life story. This study, which is part of an implementation project, aimed to examine the therapeutic alliance and client satisfaction, in relation to perceptions of everyday occupations and health-related factors, with clients going through a TTM intervention.

Methods: Nine occupational therapists recruited 35 clients, at general outpatient mental health care units, for the TTM intervention. Self-rating instruments, targeting therapeutic alliance (HAq-II), different aspects of daily occupations (Canadian Occupational Performance Measure, Satisfaction with Daily Occupations), health-related factors (Sense of Coherence measure, Mastery Scale, Symptom Checklist-90-R) and client satisfaction (Client Satisfaction Questionnaire), were administrated before and after the intervention.

Results: A good initial therapeutic alliance, experienced by both therapists and clients, was correlated to increased changes regarding occupational performance and self-mastery. According to the therapists’ ratings, a good initial therapeutic alliance was correlated to increased sense of coherence and a decreased level of psychiatric symptoms. The results showed positive significant changes in occupational performance and health-related factors. High ratings of the therapeutic alliance by the therapists were also related to high client satisfaction.

Conclusions: The TTM seemed to function well in psychosocial occupational therapy, but there is a need for further implementation studies to deepen our understanding of the treatment process, comprising both technique and formation of the therapeutic alliance.

KEY WORDS art therapy, creativeness, mental health, patient satisfaction, therapeutic process.

Introduction

Descriptions and evaluations of methods for use in psychosocial occupational therapy are important in order to be able to offer the best interventions possible for clients, and for generating knowledge in occupational therapy practice and research. Methods for assessment and treatment in psychosocial occupational therapy are often based on creative activities (Eklund, 2000). Edgar (1999) hypothesised that using creative modalities could increase knowledge of clients in a way that is not achievable by other methods, but this has not been empirically tested to any large extent.

Most studies involving creative activities have been evaluated by qualitative methodology (e.g. Henare, Hocking & Smythe, 2003; Mee & Sumison, 2001; Patrick & Winship, 1994; Reynolds, 2003; Reynolds & Prior, 2003; Steinhardt, 1995), and results so far support the use of creative activities as a meaningful modality in occupational therapy for self-expression, increasing control and learning how to cope with daily life. A few studies have employed quantitative methods, e.g. Körlin, Nybäck and Goldberg (2000), and Saunders and Saunders (2000), who examined structured creative arts programs for clients using pre-test–post-test designs. Findings in a group consisting of adults with various psychiatric diagnoses indicated significant improvement in several health-related factors after treatment (Körlin et al.). Likewise, in a group of children with different psychosocial problems, the authors found that a greater number of sessions had a significant, positive impact on the rating of the therapeutic alliance (Saunders & Saunders). However, research in this area is very scant, despite the fact that this type of intervention is common in psychosocial occupational therapy. Therefore, there is a need for further scientific studies on creative therapies, in order to gain knowledge that may be used to improve treatment programs.
The tree, with roots, trunk and crown, is a symbol that humans have applied in different cultures to symbolise themselves and their life situation (Batza Morris, 1995). The tree as a theme has been used in interventions in various clinical contexts (Buck, 1948; Cohen, Mills & Kwapien Kijak, 1994; Corboz & Gnos, 1980; Hark, 1986; Koch, 1952) and has been developed into a method for intervention in psychosocial occupational therapy, namely the Tree Theme Method (TTM) (Gunnarsson, Jansson & Eklund, 2006). The method is client-centred (Canadian Association of Occupational Therapy (CAOT), 1997) and based on knowledge regarding the value of occupation, creative activity and life-storytelling. The creative activity, painting trees representing oneself at certain periods during one’s life, is used in combination with a narrative approach (Gunnarsson et al.). The narrative includes occupational storytelling, i.e. telling one’s life story, but may also include story making, i.e. shaping plans for one’s future, in order to initiate a process of change in one’s everyday life (Clark, 1993; Clark, Larsson & Richardson, 1996).

Polkinghorne (1996) pointed out the changes in identity that individuals can go through during rehabilitation. By engaging in therapeutic interventions and by adopting new occupational strategies, clients may modify their views of themselves. One course of action for finding new insights and strategies is telling one’s life story. The TTM is based on five sessions, during which the client is asked to paint trees representing him or herself. The instructions vary somewhat between the sessions, but on each occasion the painted tree is used as a starting point for storytelling. This initiates a process of reflection and interaction between the client and the occupational therapist. The TTM intervention, combining painting, storytelling and story making (about the past, present and the future), is intended to be a means of enabling changes to be made in one’s daily life. In Gunnarsson et al. (2006) the TTM was exemplified by a case study reflecting a treatment process and a follow-up 3 years afterwards. The case description provided an example of how the TTM can be used and of the development a client may undergo, shaping new strategies to cope with daily life.

There is a need for further empirical studies of the TTM in order to study how the intervention works. In psychosocial occupational therapy based on a client-centred perspective (CAOT, 1997), interventions aim at increasing the ability of an individual to cope with his/ her everyday occupations. Therefore, in connection with the TTM intervention, changes in performance of and satisfaction with daily occupations should be taken into account. Furthermore all interventions in mental care are intended to modify health-related factors, in terms of minimising psychiatric symptoms and increasing the sense of self-mastery and the sense of coherence. Thus, both everyday occupations and health-related factors are of interest when studying an intervention with the TTM.

In addition, various so-called common factors have been shown to be important when studying an intervention (Johansson, 2006). Research on psychotherapy has revealed several common factors that influence the outcome, e.g. extra therapeutic factors, expectations and the client–therapist relationship (Lambert & Barley, 2002). The therapeutic alliance, i.e. the interaction between the client and the therapist, is an important ingredient in general psychiatric care and rehabilitation (Johansson; de Roten et al., 2004), and has also been found to be important in occupational therapy (Eklund, 1996; Palmadottir, 2006). Significant relationships have been found between the therapeutic alliance and outcome in psychotherapy (Hewett & Coffey, 2005; Howgego, Yellowlees, Owen, Meldrum & Dark, 2003; Luborsky et al., 1999) and in general psychiatric care and occupational therapy (Davis, 2007; Eklund; Palmadottir, 2003). Two explanations have been proposed: the therapeutic alliance in itself is effective, and the therapeutic alliance leads to the success of the specific intervention (Eklund; Johansson). Thus, when exploring the TTM in clinical contexts, it would be of interest to examine how the therapeutic alliance is associated with changes regarding everyday occupations and health-related factors upon completion of the intervention.

In client-centred occupational therapy, for example, the TTM, it is of significance that the client becomes an active partner in the intervention process (CAOT, 1997). Therefore, the client’s perceptions of the intervention expressed in terms of satisfaction with the treatment or not should be taken into account. Good intervention outcomes have been associated with a high degree of client satisfaction (Eklund & Hansson, 2001). Moreover, the process factor therapeutic alliance, as experienced by clients, has been shown to be related to client satisfaction (de Roten et al., 2004). The question of whether clients will be satisfied with their treatment using the TTM is one that is both clinically justified and theoretically interesting.

Against this background we developed a study, aiming at investigating the TTM when implementing psychosocial occupational therapy. The therapeutic alliance, regarded as a process factor, and client satisfaction among clients going through the TTM intervention were studied, and the main focus was set on any correlations between these aspects and changes in everyday occupations and different aspects of health-related factors. This would generate new information on the application of the TTM in terms of client acceptability–outcome relationships. The following research questions formed the point of departure for the study:

1. How did clients and occupational therapists perceive the therapeutic alliance?
2. What changes were observed, based on comparisons of measurements made before and after the intervention, concerning everyday occupations (occupational performance, occupational satisfaction and activity level) and health-related factors (psychiatric symptoms, sense of coherence and self-mastery)?
TABLE 1: Characteristics of the subjects (n = 35)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (number of men/women)</td>
<td>6/29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age (range, std)</td>
<td>37 (18–60, 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic groups:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective disorders (F31–38)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety/obsessive disorders (F40–49)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eating disorders (F50)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality disorders (F60)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main occupation (number):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work/Education</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No organised daily occupation</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methods

This was a prospective clinical study with a combined quasi-experimental pre-test–post-test and correlational design (Kazdin, 2003). The Research Ethics Committee of Lund University approved the study.

Subjects

The participants were clients at four general outpatient mental health care units in the south of Sweden. Clients between 18 and 65 years of age, with a diagnosis of personality disorders, affective syndromes, anxiety/obsession syndromes and eating disorders according to International Classification of Diseases-10 (WHO, 1993) who were stable outpatients were included. Clients with a need for occupational therapy were eligible for participation in the study. Moreover, the client should not be well-known to the occupational therapist, i.e. the client should not have been in contact with this particular therapist on more than three previous occasions. Criteria for exclusion were language limitations or cognitive disorders, since the study was largely built on self-rating instruments. The clients were consecutively recruited from the participating units.

Power calculations indicated that 35 clients were needed to reveal an effect size of 0.5 on the chosen outcome variables with 80% power at \( P < 0.05 \) (Altman, 1991). Forty clients were invited to participate and 36 agreed, that is, a participation rate of 90%. All 36 clients chose to complete the intervention study. However, one client, a man, was excluded during the course of the intervention because a cognitive dysfunction was detected. Thus, the final sample consisted of 35 participants. The inclusion criteria for participation resulted in a heterogeneous group of participants, which included common diagnoses and age groups of clients in general outpatient mental health care units (Table 1). The clients' ages ranged from 18 to 60 years (mean age = 37, median age = 36). At the time of the TTM intervention, 14 of the clients were engaged in work or education and 10 clients were participating in work rehabilitation or in community-based activity centres. The remaining 11 clients had no organised regular daily occupation at all. The sex distribution was skewed, and of the 35 clients 29 were women.

The TTM intervention

The TTM intervention, as described by Gunnarsson et al. (2006), comprises five sessions, during which the client is asked to paint trees, with some variation in the instructions in each session. The theme is introduced by the occupational therapist, followed by a modified progressive relaxation exercise, developed by Jacobson (1938), where the client is instructed to alternate between contracting and relaxing various muscle groups, one at a time, throughout the whole body. Then the client is asked to paint a tree, based on the following guidelines from the occupational therapist: How can a tree with roots, a trunk and a crown be used to symbolise your personality, activities, interests and relations to others? On the first occasion, the client is asked to paint a tree representing his/her present life situation, then on the following occasions one for childhood, one for adolescence and one for adulthood. The pictures are used as a starting point for the client to tell his/her life story, reflecting on abilities as well as limitations. Finally, at the fifth session, the focus is on occupational story-making and shaping the future, based on the previous tree paintings and storytelling, which are available during the session, and the client is asked to paint a tree symbolising the future. During the whole TTM intervention the occupational therapist stimulates the client to find possible strategies for continuing with everyday life between the sessions, in order to start a process that will enable the client to cope with daily life.

Instruments

The instruments were chosen in order to measure the therapeutic alliance, different aspects of daily occupations and health-related factors and client satisfaction.

Everyday occupations. The Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM) (Law et al., 1998) is a semistructured interview reflecting clients' self-perceived occupational performance and satisfaction with their performance. The COPM focuses on three areas: self-care, productivity and leisure. The client is asked to identify problematic tasks and everyday occupations, and then rate their performance and their satisfaction with the
actual performance of the targeted tasks and everyday occupations. The self-ratings are made on a ten-point numerical Likert scale (Steinier & Norman, 2003), ranging from 1, ‘Not important at all’, to 10, ‘Extremely important’. The COPM has been shown to have satisfactory test–retest reliability, sensitivity to change (Law et al.) and construct and criterion validity (McColl, Paterson, Davies, Doubt & Law, 2000). The Swedish version (Swedish Association of Occupational Therapists, 1999) has been found to have high responsiveness to change (Wressle, Samuelsson & Henriksson, 1999) and good clinical utility (Wressle, Marcusson & Henriksson, 2002).

The Satisfaction with Daily Occupations (SDO) (Eklund, 2004) is a measure of perceived satisfaction with everyday occupations. Unlike the COPM, it uses predefined items. It has nine items distributed over four domains: work, leisure, domestic tasks and self-care. The SDO contains an activity level score and a satisfaction score. It is administered as a combined interview and self-rating. First the client answers ‘yes/no’ to whether he or she presently performs the occupation or not. This results in an activity level score, with a maximum possible score of nine. The client then rates their satisfaction on a seven-point numeric Likert scale, from 1, ‘Worst possible’ to 7, ‘Best possible’. The SDO satisfaction score has been shown to have satisfactory internal consistency (Eklund; Eklund & Gunnarsson, 2007; Eklund & Sandqvist, 2006) and acceptable construct validity (Eklund). Good test–retest reliability has been demonstrated for the satisfaction score as well as for the activity level (Eklund & Gunnarsson).

Health-related factors. The Sense of Coherence (SOC) measure (Antonovsky, 1987a,b) is a self-rating of the ‘sense of coherence’, which denotes the client’s perception of the world and his/her environment as a whole. The sense of coherence indicates how well an individual manages stress and remains healthy, and the concept includes three dimensions: comprehensibility, manageability and meaningfulness. In line with Antonovsky’s intention, the three dimensions were not separated in this study, but the sense of coherence was studied as a composite construct. In this study, the short version, 13-item questionnaire, was used. The respondents rated the statements on a seven-point numerical Likert scale, from 1, ‘Very often’, to 7, ‘Very seldom or never’. Eriksson and Lindström (2005) found the face validity of the SOC scale acceptable, the content validity moderate and the criterion validity varying from weak to good. For the 13-item questionnaire they found satisfactory test–retest reliability and high internal consistency.

The Mastery Scale (Pearlin, Menaghan, Lieberman & Mullan, 1981) is a seven-item, self-rating of self-mastery, the sense of being in control and mastering situations and experiences which influence one’s own life. The respondents rate the statements on a four-point categorical Likert scale (Steinier & Norman, 2003), from 1, ‘Completely agree’, to 4, ‘Don’t agree at all’. The measure has been shown to have good internal consistency and good construct validity was found (Marshall & Lang, 1990).

The Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R) (Derogatis, 1992) is a self-rating scale composed of 90 items rated according to a five-step categorical Likert scale. It measures psychological problems and symptoms of psychopathology. The scoring is from 0 to 4, where 4 indicates the greatest problem severity. The checklist is divided into nine symptom scales: somatisation, obsession–compulsion, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostility, phobic anxiety, paranoid ideation and psychoticism. Several indexes have been suggested. In this study, the Global Symptom Index (GSI) was calculated. The SCL-90-R is a frequently used measure and has shown very good reliability and good validity (Derogatis; Fridell, Cesarec, Johansson & Thorsen Malling, 2002).

The therapeutic relationship. The Revised Helping Alliance Questionnaire (HAq-II) (Luborsky et al., 1996) measures the strength of the alliance between the client and the therapist using a 19-item self-rating scale, using a six-point categorical Likert scale, from 1, ‘Strongly disagree’, to 6, ‘Strongly agree’. There is both a client version and a therapist version. The client and the therapist rate the helping alliance independently of each other. HAq-II has shown satisfactory internal consistency and test–retest reliability (Luborsky et al.), and good convergent validity with other alliance measures (Hatcher & Barends, 1996; Luborsky et al.).

Client satisfaction. The Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ) (Larsen, Attkisson, Hargreaves & Nguyen, 1979) contains eight questions concerning the client’s satisfaction with the intervention. The self-rating is made on a four-point categorical Likert scale, where 1 and 2 indicate less satisfaction, 3 indicates good satisfaction, and 4 the highest satisfaction. The CSQ has been shown to have satisfactory internal consistency (Larsen et al.; Nguyen, Attkisson & Stegner, 1983) and construct validity (Nguyen et al.). de Wilde and Hendriks (2005) found the concurrent validity to be high, and suggested the CSQ as a good measure for the assessment of general satisfaction in mental health care. Three datasets based on the Swedish version, including clients with mental health disorders, have shown satisfactory internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha 0.85–0.93) (Lars Hansson, personal communication, October 2006). All instruments were Swedish translations. Except for the CSQ, they have been validated in Sweden.

Procedure for data collection
In preparation for the study, a group of 10 occupational therapists, who were working with psychosocial occupational therapy in outpatient psychiatric care and had agreed to provide the intervention for their clients, were trained at five occasions, in all for 30 h, by the first...
author in the TTM intervention. The training comprised theoretical knowledge about the value of occupation, creative activity and occupational life storytelling, as well as practical experience of painting the different tree themes, as described by Gunnarsson et al. (2006). One of the therapists changed workplace before the start of the study, but the remaining nine occupational therapists recruited clients for the study. The occupational therapist assessed by a clinical interview, on one to three occasions, if the intervention with the TTM was appropriate. If so, the client was asked to take part in the study according to consecutive sampling. The principle of informed consent was applied. Pre-test and post-test data were collected concerning the clients over a 21-month period ending in January 2006. Data collection took place at the respective psychiatric outpatient unit. Just before the TTM intervention started, the pretest was performed, and the first author met the client and administered the questionnaires COPM, SDO, SOC, Mastery and SCL-90-R. Then the TTM intervention took place. It consisted of five sessions, as described above, during a period of 5 to 9 weeks. The HAq-II was administered to the clients and the therapists after the second and the final TTM session. Post-test data were collected in accordance with the pretest data, and the first author administered the instruments to the client soon after the last session of the intervention, but with the addition of the CSQ.

Data analysis

The SPSS (version 13.0, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all analyses. As all variables were assessed on an ordinal scale, only non-parametric methods were used. The initial therapeutic alliance, as perceived by the clients and the therapists, and client satisfaction were correlated (Spearman’s rank order correlation) with change scores regarding the occupational and health-related variables. For the evaluation of any differences between measurements made before and after the intervention, Wilcoxon’s signed rank test was used. Finally, multiple logistic regression analysis (backward method, likelihood ratio) was performed with CSQ as the dependent variable and the initial HAq-II and change scores concerning COPM, SDO, SOC, Mastery and SCL-90-R as independent variables. The independent variables were all dichotomised at the median values, while the CSQ was dichotomised at 24, with those having a lower score forming a subgroup reporting lower satisfaction, and those with a sum of 24 or above a subgroup reporting greater satisfaction with the intervention. The goodness-of-fit of the model was tested with the Hosmer–Lemeshow test (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989). The regression analysis was performed in four stages since the small number of participants did not allow for too many independent variables in the same analysis. The first stage comprised the occupational variables, the second the health-related factors, the third the therapeutic alliance, and the fourth stage included those independent variables that had been shown to be statistically significantly related to client satisfaction in the previous stages.

Results

The therapeutic alliance

The rating of the therapeutic alliance could theoretically range between 19 and 114. The clients’ median rating of the initial therapeutic alliance was 97 (minimum 62 and maximum 111, interquartile range (IQR) 13) and the therapists’ median rating was 82 (minimum 71 and maximum 95, IQR 11). Upon completion of the intervention the clients’ rating of the therapeutic alliance was 99 (minimum 59 and maximum 111, IQR 14) and the therapists’ rating was 85 (minimum 63 and maximum 96, IQR 11). Regarding the occupational therapists’ ratings of the therapeutic alliance there was a statistically significant increase between the two measurements ($P = 0.031$), but not regarding the clients’ ratings ($P = 0.134$). For further analyses, the initial rating was used.

Occupational and health-related factors before and after the TTM intervention

Statistically significant differences were found regarding most of the occupational and health-related variables when measured before and after the TTM intervention (Table 2). Concerning the measures of everyday occupations, SDO and COPM, there was an increase from pre-test to post-test regarding both activity level and satisfaction according to the SDO, and improvements were also found for COPM performance and COPM satisfaction.

The result concerning the health-related factors sense of coherence and self-mastery also indicated positive changes. The subscales of the SCL-90-R showed statistically significant improvements regarding obsession–compulsion, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, phobic anxiety, paranoid ideation, psychotism and for the GSI. However, no significant changes were found for somatisation or hostility.

The therapeutic alliance in relation to changes in the occupational and health-related variables

The clients’ perceptions of the initial therapeutic alliance were associated with changes regarding occupational performance ($r_s = 0.373; P = 0.027$) and satisfaction ($r_s = 0.432; P = 0.009$) according to the COPM, and with self-mastery ($r_s = 0.370; P = 0.029$). The initial therapeutic alliance as perceived by the therapists was significantly correlated with changes concerning the satisfaction score of the COPM ($r_s = 0.380; P = 0.024$), self-mastery ($r_s = 0.518; P = 0.001$), sense of coherence ($r_s = 0.416; P = 0.013$) and psychiatric symptoms in terms of the GSI score ($r_s = 0.337; P = 0.048$). No further correlations were found between the SCL-90-R subscales and the initial therapeutic alliance, according to the clients’ or the therapists’ ratings.
Factors related to client satisfaction after the TTM intervention

The clients’ median rating of their satisfaction with the intervention was 26 (minimum 16 and maximum 31, IQR 5). A high level of client satisfaction was significantly correlated with change according to the COPM satisfaction score ($r_s = 0.352; \ P = 0.038$), self-mastery ($r_s = 0.447; \ P = 0.007$) and sense of coherence ($r_s = 0.417; \ P = 0.013$). Better client satisfaction was also correlated with higher ratings of the therapeutic alliance, both as perceived by the clients ($r_s = 0.448; \ P = 0.007$) and the therapists ($r_s = 0.427; \ P = 0.011$).

Multivariate analyses showed that, regarding everyday occupations, the factor of most importance for belonging to the group reporting higher level of client satisfaction was a positive change in COPM performance (OR = 14.452; 95% CI = 1.784–117.089). Concerning the health-related factors, those who improved more regarding sense of coherence were more likely to belong to the high group regarding ‘client satisfaction’ with the intervention (OR = 7.111; 95% CI = 1.234–40.984). Regarding the therapeutic alliance, the analysis indicated that those participants for which the therapists’ initial ratings were high belonged to the high group regarding client satisfaction (OR = 19.125; 95% CI = 2.056–177.921).

The fourth stage, which combined the previous ones by including all significant factors found in the preceding analyses, showed that those for whom the therapists gave a high rating regarding the ‘therapeutic alliance’ were more likely to belong to the high group regarding ‘client satisfaction’ with the intervention (OR = 15.093; 95% CI = 1.523–149.561). (Hosmer–Lemeshow test: 0.225)

Thus, in this final model, the therapists’ ratings of the ‘therapeutic alliance’ ruled out all other variables in explaining the ‘client satisfaction’ with the TTM.

Discussion

Discussion of the results

The focus of this study was on the process factor therapeutic alliance and on client satisfaction, and how they were related to outcome variables in terms of change scores regarding occupational and health-related factors. Only small changes were found regarding the therapeutic alliance between the second and the fifth session. The ratings of the therapeutic alliance were in general high, according to both the clients and the therapists, but especially the clients’ ratings. Presumably, the alliance was already formed when the first assessment was made.

Table 2: Changes observed between measurements made before and after the TTM intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome variable</th>
<th>Before the intervention</th>
<th>Median (IQR)</th>
<th>After the intervention</th>
<th>Median (IQR)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COPM Performance</td>
<td>3.2 (2.0)</td>
<td>4.6 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>2.0 (2.2)</td>
<td>4.6 (3.4)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDO Activity level</td>
<td>5.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction score</td>
<td>47.0 (12.0)</td>
<td>50.0 (11.0)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>47.0 (15.0)</td>
<td>48.0 (13.0)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mastery</td>
<td>18.0 (6.0)</td>
<td>19.0 (5.0)</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90-R symptom scales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somatisation</td>
<td>70.0 (28.0)</td>
<td>64.0 (22.0)</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obsession–compulsion</td>
<td>73.0 (26.0)</td>
<td>68.0 (26.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal sensibility</td>
<td>72.0 (18.0)</td>
<td>61.0 (15.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>72.0 (18.0)</td>
<td>61.0 (24.0)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>73.0 (19.0)</td>
<td>69.0 (27.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostility</td>
<td>51.0 (21.0)</td>
<td>47.0 (16.0)</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phobic anxiety</td>
<td>73.0 (35.0)</td>
<td>62.0 (27.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranoid ideation</td>
<td>68.0 (29.0)</td>
<td>60.0 (22.0)</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychoticism</td>
<td>78.0 (36.0)</td>
<td>61.0 (24.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCL-90-R indexes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSI</td>
<td>77.0 (21.0)</td>
<td>68.0 (26.0)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures in bold indicate IQR. The difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles, that is, containing the central 50% of the observations. COPM, Canadian Occupational Performance Measure; GSI, Global Symptom Index; IQR, interquartile range; SCL-90-R, Symptom Checklist-90-R; SDO, Satisfaction with Daily Occupations; SOC, Sense of Coherence measure; TTM, Tree Theme Method.
made, which is in line with previous findings (de Roten et al., 2004; Johansson, 2006), indicating that the alliance will be established after three to four sessions.

However, early therapeutic alliance was related to changes in various aspects as has been reported by others, including Johansson (2006). In their reviews of the literature, Lambert and Barley (2002) reported that early therapeutic alliance was correlated with positive changes following psychotherapy. In the present study, both the clients’ and the therapists’ ratings of the initial therapeutic alliance were associated with improvements regarding everyday occupations (COPM performance and satisfaction and COPM satisfaction, respectively) and self-mastery. In addition, the therapists’ initial ratings of the therapeutic alliance were correlated with an increased sense of coherence and decrease in psychiatric symptoms. The therapists’ perception of the initial therapeutic alliance may have influenced the intervention, and may have been important for the clients’ ability to perceive the intervention as useful. Eklund obtained similar results when examining clients at a psychiatric day care unit, where the treatment programme was based on creative activities. High ratings of the therapeutic alliance were found to be a positive factor, allowing the clients’ needs to be met (Eklund, 1996).

The results of this study showed significant changes following intervention with the TTM, as indicated by differences between measurements before and after the intervention concerning both everyday occupations and health-related factors. The changes were in a positive direction in all instruments except the SCL-90-R sub-scales of somatisation and hostility where no change was found. As this was a study with the main focus on process aspects, and not on effects of the TTM, no control group was used. Thus, it is not possible to determine whether the changes found were because of the TTM or other factors. However, although not revealing the reason why, the results clearly showed that the clients had improved during the TTM intervention.

The changes regarding sense of coherence found in the present study and by Korlin et al. (2000) were somewhat surprising as most studies have found the sense of coherence to be stable over time (Antonovsky, 1987a,b; Eriksson & Lindström, 2005). However, a study carried out by Krantz and Östergren (2004) showed that although it is assumed that the sense of coherence is established early in life, and is largely resistant to environmental factors, it is also related to the present life situation, in terms of factors such as social network, work conditions and support, indicating that the sense of coherence is also subject to change. The TTM intervention aims to stimulate the client to examine their whole life and one could speculate that formulating one’s story, including future plans, may promote a sense of coherence.

There was a high level of client satisfaction with the intervention. Larsen et al. (1979) showed that low client satisfaction was correlated with early intervention drop-out. In the present study there were no drop-outs, which is probably a reflection of the high degree of client satisfaction with the TTM intervention. It is not possible to determine whether the lack of drop-outs was due to the quality of therapeutic alliance, the intervention technique, or both. The fact that the clients knew they were participating in a research study may also have had an influence on their behaviour. Consequently, there is a need for further studies focussing on the clients’ perception of the TTM intervention in order to examine the importance of these factors.

Factors indicating greater client satisfaction after having gone through the TTM intervention were the therapists’ ratings of the therapeutic alliance, and improvements in COPM performance and the sense of coherence. The confidence intervals were wide, but the odds ratios were still significant. These results support suggestions by Björkman and Hansson (2001) that client satisfaction is of importance both in relation to the outcome of psychiatric interventions and the process of intervention. In the fourth stage of regression analysis, combining the initial therapeutic alliance, the occupational performance variables and the sense of coherence, high ratings of the initial therapeutic alliance by the therapists predicted a higher degree of client satisfaction. McKinnon (2000) found that in client-centred occupational therapy the quality of the interaction between therapist and client was of great importance in client satisfaction. The fact that both clients and therapists rated the alliance as good in the present study supports that finding. However, this cannot explain why the therapists’ rating of the therapeutic alliance was found to be the most important factor for client satisfaction. It appears that the therapists’ belief in a helping alliance led to better client satisfaction. This, in turn, indicates that the TTM, as used in this study, was highly dependent on the input from the occupational therapist. This raises further questions about the process; about the client, the occupational therapist and the TTM with painting, occupational storytelling and story-making, and how these aspects interact with each other, but these questions will have to be addressed in future studies.

Although the aim of this study was not to examine the effects of the intervention, it is plausible that the TTM contributed to some of the changes found, possibly as the result of a combination with other kinds of ongoing psychiatric treatment. The fact that, in previous studies, associations have been found between good intervention outcome and a high level of client satisfaction (Eklund & Hansson, 2001), combined with the finding of a high level of client satisfaction in the present study, indicates that the TTM was a successful intervention.

Methodological discussion
This study employed a correlational and quasi-experimental design, which is useful for clinical studies and for testing less well-tried methods of intervention
that may be applicable in practice. If the focus of the study would have been on the effects of the TTM, it would have been a weakness that there was no control group. However, the purpose of the study was not to measure the effects of an intervention, but to examine a process aspect like the therapeutic alliance, and client satisfaction, in relation to changes in everyday occupations and different aspects of health-related factors.

Participation in the study was based on the client’s motivation to participate in the intervention. This is in line with client-centred praxis, but important when interpreting the results. This principle for inclusion also resulted in a somewhat skewed sex distribution. According to Blennow, some mental and behavioural disorders are more common among women, such as affective disorders, anxiety/obsessive disorders, and eating disorders. Thirty-one of the clients had these diagnoses. Other mental disorders are more frequent among men, for example personality disorders (Blennow, 2004). Still, this sex distribution was more skew than expected, indicating that the findings cannot be generalised to men. Otherwise, there were fairly even distributions regarding age and diagnosis.

In the multiple logistic regression analysis with client satisfaction as the dependent variable, the confidence intervals were wide. This may indicate that there was a large variation in the variables and/or a small sample size. Both explanations are applicable to this study, which indicates that there is need for further studies of the TTM intervention in a larger number of clients. Power is usually calculated and reported for a two-group comparison and when studying outcomes in terms of effects. Still, in order to obtain a sample size that would reduce error we made a power calculation, suggesting 35 subjects. Thus, the study only just met the requirements.

Conclusions

This study targeted a group of clients admitted to general outpatient mental health care. Viewed against how the clients and occupational therapists perceived the therapeutic alliance, the clients’ ratings of the occupational and health-related variables and the clients’ ratings of their satisfaction with going through the TTM, the intervention method seemed to function well in psychosocial occupational therapy. When implementing a new method in psychosocial occupational therapy there is a need to examine the method from various aspects. The study of the implementation of the TTM follows a logical continuum of research, starting with exploratory studies such as qualitative case study (Gunnarsson et al., 2006) followed by studies like the present study based on quantitative research methodologies. The findings emphasise the need for further studies to deepen our understanding of the TTM and how to implement it. Qualitative research based on interviews, where the clients’ experiences from the TTM technique and the therapeutic alliance are examined, would explain more about the nature of the intervention. As the occupational therapists’ ratings in this study seemed to be of great importance, it would also be of interest to further examine the therapists’ experiences of using the TTM and how they perceive the alliance.
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